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ABSTRACT
The structural geology of the Mt. Shuksan area is dominated by the
Shuksan thrust fault.

This fault juxtaposes the mid to late Paleozoic

Chilliwack Group with the structurally overlying, early Cretaceous Shuksan
Metamorphic Suite.

The Shuksan thrust fault is a complex imbricate zone,

approximately 1.5 km wide in map view, in which rocks of the Shuksan Suite
and Chilliwack Group are imbricated with lesser amounts of exotic tectonic
slices.

Mesoscopic structures are chaotic and mostly disordered although

a dominant shear fabric is pervasive. The macroscopic structure of the
fault zone is relatively simple:

it forms a shallowly-dipping plane with

a general attitude of N30°-35°W, 25°-35°NE.

The low-angle structures are

si ightly modified by Tertiaryi?) high-angle faults and shear zones which
exhibit small displacements.

No evidence of a "root zone", as postulated

by Misch 11966), was discovered in this study.
The imbricate zone is composed of tectonic slices and fragments of
exotic and autoclastic rocks, commonly in a sheared pelitic matrix or in
other sheared rock of the Chilliwack Group.
include:

Exotic slices present

serpentinite, ultramafic tectonite ^forsterite-tremol ite-tal c

rock), schist of the Vedder Complex, blueschist termed the Baker Lake
blueschist in this study,
affinity.

and meta-hornblende gabbro of uncertain

Forsterite-tremol ite-talc rock contains a mineral assemblage

indicative of the upper amphibolite facies of regional metamorphism.

It,

and the meta-hornblende gabbro, are the only rock units of the tectonic
slices that occur north of Day Creek.

The other tectonic slices occur in

the south of the study area in association with a possible large tectonic
fragment of titanaugite-bearing meta-basalt and meta-chert which may be
correlative with the Haystack Mountain unit of Cruver il983).
1

Radiometric dating of albite-muscovite schist similar to that on
Vedder Mountain yields a K/Ar date of 274 + 9 Ma and a Rb/Sr date of 273 +
6 Ma.

These ages are within the range of dates for the Vedder Complex

(Armstrong and others, 1983) and suggest correlation of this schist with
the Vedder Complex.

In addition, petrographic, chemical, and mineralogic

data suggest that other barroisitic-amphibole-bearing coarse schists from
the study area are also correlative with the Vedder Complex.
A blueschist fragment, the Baker Lake blueschist, contains the
distinctive mineral assemblage:

crossite + lawsonite + chloromelanite.

This key assemblage suggests metamorphism at '\'250°C at '>^6.5 kbars.
Chemical, mineralogical,

and petrographic characteristics of this

blueschist suggest that it is not correlative with other known high
pressure rock units of the western North Cascades.
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INTRODUCTION
Study Area
The study area is located in the vicinity of Mt. Shuksan, North
Cascades, approximately 50 km due east of Bellingham, Washington iFigure
1).

The area is a predominantly roadless, 5 by 20 km strip of terrain

elongate along the Shuksan thrust fault.

Washington State Highway 542

reaches the northern margin of the area and Baker Lake Road enters it from
the south.
Elevation in the area ranges from 9127 feet on Mt. Shuksan to 775
feet at Baker Lake.

Although the terrain is rugged, rock exposures are

partly concealed by forest, thick underbrush, and a generally thin veneer
of glacial sediment below

5000 feet and glaciers above ''-5000 feet.

Therefore, rock exposure is excellent between glaciers above timberline
but more limited below.
Geologic Setting and Statement of the Problem
The study area was chosen for the purpose of elucidating structural
relations between the juxtaposed Shuksan Metamorphic Suite and Chilliwack
Groups?) rock units (Figure 1).

Misch (1952, 1966, 1977a) previously

mapped the area as a part of his study of the North Cascades.

Much of

what is known about the regional geology of the western North Cascades is
through his work.

The fol lowing is largely a summary of that work with

modifications from more recent studies.
Rock Units
Rock units of the western North Cascades are shown on Figure 1.

The

oldest rock unit is the Yellow Aster Complex as defined by Misch (1966).
It occurs as tectonic slivers of gabbroic to trondhjemitic meta-igneous
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rocks, amphibolites and gneisses.
Precambrian (Mattinson, 1972).

The igneous protolith age is partly

Quartz-diorite gneissic dikes intrusive

into the meta-igneous rocks, and considered by Misch (1966) as part of the
Yellow Aster Complex, have been interpreted as Ordovician in age
(Mattinson, 1972).
Ultramafic rocks of unknown age also occur as tectonic slivers
throughout the North Cascades.

Notable occurrences include the large Twin

Sisters dunite body (Ragan, 1961), the Darrington-Sultan Ultramafic Bodies
(Vance and Dungan, 1977), and the Ingalls Mafic-Ultramafic Complex
(Miller, 1975, 1977).

The ultramafic rock types include alpine-peridotite

(harzburgite and dunite most commonly) and serpentinite.
Coarse-grained albite-epidote amphibolite, amphibole schist, and
pelitic schist occurring as fault slices on Vedder Mountain and elsewhere
in the North Cascades, have been termed the Vedder Complex by Armstrong
and others (1982).

The metamorphic age of these rocks is early Permian to

very early Triassic (Armstrong and others, 1982).

Protolithic age is

unknown but Rb/Sr whole rock data suggest that this age is not much
greater than the age of metamorphism (Armstrong and others, 1983). The
Garrison Schist of the San Juan Islands (Vance,

1975) is possibly

correlative.
The Chill iwack Group (Daly, 1912) consists of a thick ( '\^3000 m)
sequence of largely marine, volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks, which are
interbedded with basalt, andesite, limestone, and minor chert.
Paleontological age-dates indicate that these rocks range from middle
Devonian through Permian (Danner,

1959).

The rocks have been altered by

regional metamorphism to the prehnite-pumpellyite facies.

4
The Cultus Formation disconformably overlies the Chilliwack Group in
southwestern British Columbia (Monger, 1966).
argillite predominate (Monger, 1966).

Volcanogenic siltstone and

These rocks were deposited during

the late Triassic to early Jurassic (Monger, 1966).

The Cultus Formation

has undergone low-grade metamorphism presumably synchronously with the
Chi 11 iwack Group (Monger, 1966).

The age of metamorphism of these two

units is bracketed as post-deposition of Cultus (post-early Jurassic) and
pre-deposition of the overlying Chuckanut Formation which is Pal eocene
(Reiswig, 1982) or early Eocene in age (Sam Johnson, as quoted in Frasse,
1981).
The Nooksack Group, as described by Misch (1966), includes
volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks that occur north and southeast of Mt.
Baker.

These late Jurassic to early Cretaceous (Jeletzky,

1965)

sedimentary rocks unconformably overlie the Jurassic Wells Creek
Volcanics.

Rocks

of

the Nooksack

Group exhibit incipient

recrystallization in the prehnite-pumpel lyite facies (Brown and others,
1981).
An unnamed map unit of Jurassic protolithic age (Whetten and others,
1980) occurs in the lower Skagit Val ley and in the Cultus Mountain and
Haystack Mountain area.

It consists predominantly of greenstones,

argillite, metagraywacke, and silicic and mafic plutonic rocks.
Metamorphism is dated as late Jurassic to early Cretaceous (Bechtel
Report,

1979).

Although metamorphosed,

the rocks are poorly

recrystallized and exhibit good relict textures.

This unit previously has

been correlated with the Chilliwack Group (Miller, 1979; Bechtel Report,
1979) and the Fidalgo Ophiolite (Vance and others,
and others, 1980).

1980;

Whetten

More recently, the unit is considered to be different

from these and has been termed the Haystack Mountain Unit by Cruver
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11983).
The Shuksan Metamorphic Suite of Misch 0966) includes meta-basaltic
Shuksan Greenschist and meta-sedimentary Darrington Phyllite.
greenschist contains local blueschist intercalations.

Shuksan

A metamorphic age

of '\-130 Ma was determined by Armstrong 0980) for Shuksan greenschist.
Protolith ages for rocks of the Shuksan Suite are unknown but are presumed
to be Jurassic lArmstrong, 1980).

The Shuksan Suite crops out in an

eastern belt and a western belt from the vicinity of the Canadian border
to just south of Easton, Washington.
Pre-Tertiary rock units of the North Cascades are peppered with
Cenozoic post-orogenic intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks.

Bodies are

present on all scales from minor stocks and flows to batholiths and
stratovolcanic piles.

Igneous bodies that occur in the vicinity of the

present study area include the 18.7 Ma to 51 Ma ^Engels and others, 1976)
main phase of the Chilliwack Composite Batholith, the 2.5 Ma (Engels and
others, 1976) Lake Ann stock, the Pliocene (Engels and others, 1976)
Hannegan Volcanics, and Quaternary Mt. Baker Volcanics.
Structural Setting
The present configuration of map units (Figure 1) in the western
North Cascades is largely the product of a late Mesozoic orogeny.

The

orogeny juxtaposed rock units of dissimilar age and rock type and,
commonly, of different metamorphic grade.

A structural stratigraphy for

these units, suggested by Misch (1966), is shown in Figure 2.

He inter

prets the structural stratigraphy as a set of stacked thrust plates.
uppermost,

the Shuksan thrust plate,

Metamorphic Suite.

The

is composed of the Shuksan

The Shuksan plate is underlain by the Church Mountain

plate along the Shuksan thrust fault (Misch, 1966). The Shuksan Thrust
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SHUKSAN GREENSCHIST
EARLY CRETACEOUS

DARRINGTON PHYLLITE
SHUKSAN THRUST FAULT

^^IMBRjC_ATE

mid DEVONIAN
to PERMIAN

CHILLIWACK GROUP

SHUKSAN
THRUST
PLATE
CHURCH MT.
THRUST
PLATE

CHURCH MT. THRUST FAULT
late JURASSIC
to early CRETACEOUS

NOOKSACK GROUP
WELLS CREEK
VOLCANICS

- - ?--------- ?----------- ? —

FIGURE 2.

Generalized structural stratigraphy of pre-Tertiary rock
units in the western North Cascades as interpreted by
Misch (1966).
Note:
Relative thicknesses of units are
not to scale.
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fault,

according to Misch 0966),

originates in a steep root zone

approximately located in the present vicinity of the Straight Creek fault
^Figure 1).
The Church Mountain thrust plate comprises the Chilliwack Group and,
locally, the Cultus Formation.

Within the upper portion of the Church

Mountain plate, below the Shuksan thrust fault, is a zone of intensely
sheared and disrupted rock that contains various rock types as
allochthonous tectonic fragments.

This zone has been described as a

complex imbricate zone by Misch (1966).

Rock units that occur as tectonic

slices include the Yellow Aster Complex, the Vedder Complex, ultramafic
rocks, and an unnamed unit of predominant meta-greenstone (Haystack unit
of Cruver, 1983).
Rocks of the Nooksack Group and the Wells Creek Volcanics lie
structurally below the Church Mountain plate.

The Church Mountain thrust

fault separates the Chi 1 1 iwack Group from the Nooksack Group.

Whether

these lowest-exposed units are autochthonous is uncertain.
The pre-Tertiary, predominantly low-grade metamorphic rock units
discussed above lie west of the Skagit Metamorphic Suite (Figure 1).

The

Suite comprises mostly Barrovian facies-series gneiss and schist that were
metamorphosed during the Cretaceous and later (Mattinson, 1972).

The

Skagit Metamoprhic Suite and Shuksan Metamorphic Suite are juxtaposed
along the north-trending Straight Creek Fault (Vance, 1957).

This fault

has presumed dextral strike-slip displacement of possibly hundreds of
kilometers (Misch, 1977b).

The age of faulting is bracketed as being

younger than the 57-90 Ma Skagit orthogneiss (Vance, personnal
communication, 1981) cut by the fault and older than the 51 Ma (Engels and
others, 1976) Chilliwack Composite Batholith that intrudes the fault.
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Additional studies have confirmed parts of Misch's work but have also
found evidences for some alternate interpretations.
A melange unit was mapped along the Shuksan thrust fault zone in the
Mt. Watson area (Figure 1) by Haugerud (1980). He describes the melange
unit as exhibiting a "block-in-matrix structure, with unsheared or littlesheared bodies of chert, greenstone, and other rock types, set in a matrix
of sheared pelitic and volcanic material."

The occurrence of blocks of

Shuksan greenschist within the melange unit is evidence that it formed
after metamorphism of Shuksan Suite protol iths. The mel ange unit is in
high-angle contact with graphitic phyllite (Darrington phyllite?) to the
east.

Haugerud did not map the western contact of the melange unit but

reports a minimum thickness for the unit of '^3 km.

He correlates the

melange unit with Misch's (1966) "imbricate zone" but suggests that some
deformation occurred possibly as late as early Tertiary.
Tectonic melange was also mapped in two other regions along the
Shuksan fault zone.

In the Prairie Mountain Lakes area, just to the north

of Prairie Mountain (Figure 1), Dotter (1977) mapped a melange unit
imbricated with rocks of the Chilliwack Group, both of which occur below
Shuksan greenschist.

He interpreted a structural setting for these units

as a main basal thrust zone with concave-upward 1istric-style thrust
faults (Figure 3).

These listric faults diverge to the west in the

direction of thrusting.
Jenne (1978), working in the Gold Mountain area east of Darrington
(Figure 1), mapped a melange unit that he interpreted as having formed
during Shuksan thrusting.

The melange unit underlies rocks of the

Chilliwack Group which in turn underlie the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite.
Franklin (1974) studied the Shuksan thrust fault zone in the Prairie
Mountain area (Figure 1).

He described the zone as an easterly-dipping
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FIGURE 3.

Cross section sketch of listric thrust faults that originate
in a main basal thrust fault.
Generalized geology is after
the work of Dotter (1977) and is not intended to precisely
reflect that work.
KSg = Shuksan Greenschist; uPCu =
Chilliwack Group, undifferentiated.
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complex series of imbricate thrust and high-angle reverse faults.

He

interpreted the structural relation of allochthonous slices of metaigneous rock (Yellow Aster Complex?) juxtaposed with rocks of the Shuksan
Metamorphic Suite as occurring above the sole of a main thrust fault.

His

interpretation of the structural configuration looks very similar to that
shown in Figure 3 for the Prairie Mountain Lakes area.
Milnes (1976), working in the Illabot Peaks area, mapped structural
relations similar to those described by Franklin (1974) above.

An addi

tional structural element occurring in the Illabot Peaks area is the
presence of tectonic slices of blueschist and ultramafic rock along the
fault contacts between Shuksan Greenschist and Darrington Phyllite.

This

occurrence is important in that it clearly indicates that imbrication of
tectonic blocks has occurred at a higher structural level than that
depicted by the "imbricate zone" model of Misch (1966).
An additional departure from Misch's model is the structural relation
of the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite, the Chilliwack Group, and the Nooksack
Group mapped by Rady (1980) in the Groat Mountain area.

Here "Lookout

Mountain phyllite", which Rady (1980) correlates with Darrington phyllite,
directly overlies sandstone and argillite of the Nooksack Group.

Rocks of

the Chilliwack Group do crop out in a narrow band south of Lookout
Mountain; these rocks are imbricated between Groat Mountain phyllite
(tentatively correlated with Darrington phyllite; Misch, 1966; Rady, 1980)
and blueschist and amphibolite which are correlative with rocks of the
Vedder Complex (Rady, 1980; Armstrong and others, 1983).

At the contact

of "Lookout Mountain phyl1 ite" ( = Darrington phyl1 ite)-Nooksack GroupChilliwack Group Rady mapped a melange unit (Figure 4).
truncates the narrow band of Chilliwack Group.

The melange unit

The geometrical configura

u

12r55'

FIGURE 4.

Geology of the Groat Mountain area (Rady, 1980).
is from Armstrong and others (1982).

Illustration
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tion and structural relations suggest that the Chilliwack Group here is a
tectonic sliver caught between the surrounding Darrington phyllite and
Nooksack Group units.
Just to the south of the Groat Mountain area, Frasse (1981) mapped
the Shuksan thrust fault zone along the western and southern margins of
Twin Sisters Mountain.

He reports the structural setting to be dominated

by northwest-trending high-angle faults ipost-Eocene age) that truncate
low-angle structures possibly related to Shuksan thrust faulting.

The

enormous Twin Sisters dunite body and smaller Groat Mountain dunite body
overlie, along low-angle faults, rocks predominantly of the Chilliwack
Group but including tectonic fragments of the Yellow Aster Complex.
In the Park Butte-Loomis Mountain area, just east of Twin Sisters
Mountain, Blackwell (personal communication, 1981) mapped a large package
of disrupted rocks of the Chilliwack Group and the Cultus Formation which
contains subhorizontal tectonic slabs of Yellow Aster Complex and smaller
tectonic slices of schist correlative with the Vedder Complex of Armstrong
and others (1982).

The Vedder Complex schist is imbricated in a steeply-

dipping fault zone that Blackwell interprets as a folded, westward-dipping
portion of a subhorizontal fault zone that contains the slabs of Yellow
Aster Complex.

This zone of imbrication occupies the upper part of the

Church Mountain thrust plate and is possibly correlative with the
"imbricate zone" of Misch (1966).
Metamorphic and Tectonic History
The pre-orogenic (pre-mid Cretaceous) configuration of rock units in
the western North Cascades is poorly understood and highly debated.
Misch's (1952, 1959, 1966, 1973, 1976, 1982) extensive work in the North
Cascades has

led him to develop the following

interpretation of
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metamorphic and tectonic events.
The oldest rock unit, the Yellow Aster Complex, records several
metamorphic events.

Misch (1966, 1976) infers a possible mid-Precambrian

granulite facies event in pyroxene gneiss from which Mattinson (1972)
interpreted dates on zircons of 1450 to 2000 m.y. A 415 m.y. (Mattinson,
1972) amphibole facies event is recorded in the gneiss.

This metamorphism

slightly predates intrusion of quartz-dioritic dikes into gneiss.

The

ages obtained on the dikes are discordant zircon ages and are interpreted
by Mattinson (1972) to indicate a 412 m.y. intrusive age and a 90 m.y.
metamorphic age.

This metamorphism was in greenschist to prehnite-

pumpellyite facies (Brown and others, 1981).
During post-mid-Devonian through Permian time, volcanic and sedimen
tary rocks of the Chilliwack Group were deposited.

In the late Paleozoic

(pre-Permian) protoliths of the Vedder Complex were also deposited.
Although the two rock units presently are juxtaposed, the relative posi
tions of these units to one another at the time of deposition is unknown.
The Chilliwack Group was probably deposited in an island arc setting
(Misch, 1966).

Geochemical data indicate an ocean island setting for

eruption of basaltic protoliths of the Vedder Complex (Babcock, personal
communication, 1982).

The vastly different metamorphic facies recorded in

each rock unit, epidote-amphibolite facies in the Vedder Complex and
prehnite-pumpellyite facies in the Chilliwack Group, strongly suggest that
these units underwent different post-depositional tectonic histories.
At the end of the Paleozoic,

a period of non-orogenic erosion

preceded deposition of late Triassic to Early Jurassic (Monger, 1966)
sedimentary rocks of the Cultus Formation.
The Jurassic Wells Creek Volcanics erupted in an island arc setting
(Misch, 1966) then were buried beneath sediments of the late Jurassic to

early Cretaceous (Jeletzky, 1965) Nooksack Group.

Sondergaard 0979) also

suggests that deposition of the Nooksack Group was in the vicinity of an
island arc.
Presumably in the Jurassic, basalt and sedimentary rocks of the
Shuksan Metamorphic Suite protoliths were deposited 0>">T'Strong, 1980).
Two depositional settings have been interpreted.

(1) Misch (1966)

suggests that Shuksan meta-basalt was erupted onto sedimentary rocks which
were underlain by sialic crust of the Yellow Aster Complex.

He cites the

present configuration of Shuksan Greenschist (meta-basalt) overlying
Darrington Phyllite (meta-sedimentary) as reflecting the primary strati
graphy.

(2) Morrison (1977) suggests that the Shuksan Suite represents

oceanic crust.

In his interpretation Shuksan meta-basalt (oceanic crust)

originally was overlain by pelagic sediments, now Darrington Phyllite.
Vance (1974) and Vance and others (1980) speculate that the formation of
this oceanic crust was in a marginal basin.
In the Early Cretaceous, the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite underwent high
P/T metamorphism.

Brown and others (1981) suggest a subduction zone

environment to account for this metamorphism.

Misch disagrees with this

interpretation and suggests that possibly lithostatic loading by a '''3 km
thick thrust sheet, now entirely eroded, caused the high pressure metamor
phism (Misch, personal communication, 1980).
A mid-Cretaceous orogeny juxtaposed all of the above rock units in
the North Cascades.

This orogeny is characterized by crustal shortening

through folding and faulting of rock units.

Misch (1966) envisions % 60

km of westward overthrusting of the Shuksan plate out of a steep root zone
(located in the vicinity of the present study area).

Fragments of deep

crustal material (i.e., Vedder Complex, Yellow Aster Complex, and ultra-
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mafic rocks) were dragged along the sole of the Shuksan thrust during this
overthrusting and imbricated into the upper portion of the Church Mountain
plate iMisch, 1966).

The Church Mountain plate was presumably driven

westward secondarily by the overriding Shuksan plate, the whole of which
was thrust over the Nooksack Group and Wells Creek Volcanics (Misch,
1966).

The resulting structural confirguation is that shown in Figure 2

as interpreted by Misch ^1966).
Alternate interpretations to Misch's 0966) model suggest assemblage
of the North Cascades as part of a "col 1 age" of mutual ly unrelated rock
units that have been transported great distances relative to each other
and North America (Churkin and Eberlein, 1977; Hamilton, 1978).

The

"collage" models al 1 suggest northward transport of microplates along the
western edge of the North American continent with accretion of the North
Cascades microplate to the continent, at or near its present location, by
mid Cretaceous (Churkin and Eberlein, 1977; Hamilton, 1978; Beck and
others, 1981).

Another alternate model (Davis and others, 1978) proposes

that the North Cascades were shifted northwestward from a position south
of,

and in alignment with,

the Okanogan terrane of north-central

Washington along a dextral transcurrent fault.

This model further

suggests that this fault possibly was related to formation of a later
Jurassic to early Cretaceous rifted oceanic re-entrant in the Mesozoic
continental margin of what is now western Idaho and that major structures
of the North Cascades were developed as a result of the "docking" of the
Vancouver Island portion of Wrangellia.
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Summary of Problem

The history of the North Cascades outlined above is largely from the
work of Misch 0959, 1966, 1973, 1976, 1977a, 1980, 1982) and his students
(cf. Misch, 1966).

This work mostly is summarized by Misch (1966, 1977)

in small-scale geologic maps of the western North Cascades.

Additional

detailed mapping by students from Oregon State University (Franklin, 1974;
Milnes, 1976; Dotter, 1977; Jenne, 1978) and Western Washington University
(Morrison,

1977,

Sondergaard,

1979;

Haugerud,

1980;

Rady,

1980,

Christenson, 1981; Frasse, 1981; Blackwell, 1983; Cruver, 1983; Franklin,
personal communication, 1981) has resulted in some modification.
Although it is certain that the eastern belt of the Shuksan unit is
bounded to the west by a fault, the thrust nature of the fault has not
been everywhere demonstrated and its origin in a steep root is uncertain.
This steep root, Misch (1966) suggests, occurs in the present study area.
Presently available maps (Misch, 1966, 1977a) do not delineate this
feature.

The precise structure of the Shuksan fault zone in the study

area is uncertain.

Several features need clarification.

(1) Is the fault

a thrust fault or possibly a high-angle fault; the fault attitude in the
study area has not been previously mapped.

(2) Is it a melange zone as

described by workers (Jenne, 1978; Haugerud, 1980; Rady, 1980) in other
regions of the fault zone or a zone of 1 istric-style faults that originate
in a basal thrust fault (Franklin, 1974; Dotter, 1977); or is it an
imbricate zone below the sole of a main thrust fault as suggested by Misch
(1966)?

Alternately, is it possibly another style of fault zone?

(3)

What are the exact geometries of structural elements in the fault zone;
has tectonic mixing only occurred below the sole of the Shuksan thrust
fault in an imbricate zone as depicted by Misch (1966, p. 123) or are
exotic blocks emplaced at higher structural levels?

(4) Is all tectonic
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mixing of al lochthonous fragments in the Shuksan fault zone related to
emplacement of the Shuksan Suite?

Is it possible that imbrication of

exotic slices into, and disruption of, the Chilliwack Group occurred prior
to Shuksan thrusting?

(5) What does the spatial orientation and

structural position of exotic slices indicate about the structural setting
during their emplacement?

Do petrofabrics and mineralogies of the

tectonic slices reflect their tectonic histories and are these slices
correlative with rock units elsewhere?
Approach to Problem
Delineation of structural relations along the Shuksan fault zone is
best accomplished by preparation of a detailed geologic map.

The most

detailed, presently avaible, geologic map of the study area is a
1:150,000 scale map ^Misch, 1977) that includes only the northern half of
the study area and lack topography.

The entire study area is included in

much smaller scale maps (Misch, 1966, 1977).

A geologic map of the study

area (Plate I), at a scale of 1:15,840 (4in. = 1 mi.), is the focus of
this study.

Accompanying cross-sections (Plate IIIA through HID) display

the subsurface geology as interpreted in this study.

Mapping was done

during the summer and autumn of 1980 and part of the summer of 1981.
Approximately 350 rock specimens were collected for various
laboratory examinations for the purposes of:

(1) differentiating map

units, (2) identification of key metamorphic mineral assemblages and
fabrics, and (3) study of relict igneous and sedimentary minerals and
textures in order to determine protolith lithologies.

X-ray diffraction

analyses aided identification of petrographical ly unidentified mineral
species.

It should be noted that al 1 rock specimens have been numbered

90- for this project.

However, in this text the 90- is omitted when
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referring to specimen numbers.
Some rock specimens of tectonic slices were analyzed with the
electron microprobe (by E. H. Brown) in order to determine chemical
compositions of key mineral phases present.

This data is useful in

delineation of metamorphic facies and histories of the tectonic slices.
Two rock specimens of tectonic slices were given to R. L. Armstrong
at the Univeristy of British Columbia for radiometric dating.

This dating

is essential to proving the exotic nature of the tectonic slices.
Through intergration of the methods discussed above, a structural
interpretation is given of relations between the juxtaposed Shuksan
Metamorphic Suite and the Chilliwack Group in the study area.
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SHUKSAN METAMORPHIC SUITE
The Shuksan Metamorphic Suite ^Misch,
mappable units in the present study area:

1966) consists of three

U) Shuksan Greenschist, (2)

Darrington Phyllite, and (3) a stratigraphical ly transitional-facies
chlorite schist that occurs between the other two units.
Shuksan Greenschist
The petrology and metamorphic history of Shuksan Greenschist in the
present study area is essentially similar to that previously described for
other regions by Bryant (1966), Vance (1957), Jones 11959), Misch 11966),
Brown 11974), Franklin (1974), Milnes (1976), Dotter (1977), Morrison
(1977), Haugerud (1980), and Haugerud and others (1981).
Haugerud (1980) differentiated greenschists based on color and degree
of homogeneity in the field;

type A greenschists are pale gray-green and

fairly homogeneous and type B greenschists are deep green with notable
epidote lenses.

Nearly all greenschist samples examined in the present

study are type A greenschist; two samples of type B greenschist were
collected.

Rock color apparently is determined by epidote; type B green

schists contain strongly colored epidote and type A greenschists contain
mostly pale and fine-grained epidote.
Greenschists have a planar foliation.

Locally, elongate relict

phenocrysts of plagioclase (now albite) 1-10 mm long give the rock a
spotted appearance and in places define an Lj lineation (Figure 5a).
Otherwise, where studied, the rock is homogeneously gray-green in color.
Pre-metamorphic relict features general ly are lacking because Shuksan
Greenschist is so completely recrystal 1 ized; however, highly deformed
relict pillows(?) occur in the area above Fisher Chimney (Figure 5b).
Alternately, this texture represents shear-bounded tectonic blocks.

FIGURE 5a.

lineation (parallel to pencil) formed from alignment of
"trains" of albite grains in Shuksan Greenschist. Greenschist is atypically gray-colored from alteration during
intrusion of the Lake Ann Stock. Location is sample loca
lity 80.

FIGURE 5b.

Relict pillows(?) vs. tectonic blocks in boulder of Shuksan
Greenschist at top of Fisher Chimney. Pillows(?) are flat
tened subparallel to dominant Sj^ foliation.
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Much of the greenschist in this study area has been affected by postkinematic contact metamorphism from intrusion of the Eocene-Miocene
Chilliwack Composite Batholith, the Pliocene Lake Ann Stock, and various
other small stocks of unknown age.

Contact metamorphic effects notable on

a mesoscopic scale are a dark-gray coloration and local crystallization of
coarse static growth minerals such as garnet and epidote.

Some schist

contains gonnardite ueolite) that presumably was formed during a late
hydrothermal event.
Petrography
Twenty-three thin sections were examined.
of these are listed in Appendix A.

Mineral assemblages for 15

Eight thin sections were omitted

because the specimens are almost entirely overprinted by either u) fine
sulfides or oxides or ^b) contact metamorphic minerals.
characteristic metamorphic mineral assemblage is:

The

quartz + albite +

epidote + chlorite + white mica + actinolite + sphene + sulfides.
Specimen 120 also contains carbonate, probably calcite, that is clearly of
post-kinematic growth as it is present in veins that crosscut a penetra
tive foliation.

A typical type A greenschist is shown in Figure 6.

A strong schistosity ^S3^) is formed from alignment of chlorite flakes
and white mica where present, actinolite needles where present,
discontinuous epidote and sphene layers, and quartz and albite layers.
Some thin sections exhibit very open folds of the S]^.

These may correlate

with open-style folds ^F3) observed in outcrop which overprint very tight
to isoclinal ?2 folds.

Haugerud (1980) described similar open-style folds

in the Mt. Watson area as being F3 folds.
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----------------- 1
1 mm

FIGURE 6.

Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of typical type A
Shuksan Greenschist (90-4), Mt. Shuksan area, am =
actinolite; ab = albite; ct = chlorite; ep = epidote;
qz = quartz; ms = muscovite.
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Occurrence and Contact Relations
The Shuksan Greenschist occurs in two settings in the study area:
(1) in a main belt that constitutes the largest contiguous body of greenschist mapped, and ^2) as tectonic slices in the Darrington Phyllite unit.
Greenschist of the main belt occupies the highest structural
elevational level of all pre-Tertiary rock units in the study area.

and
It

forms discontinuous cliffs from the saddle at the southern end of Price
Ridge to Baker Lake iPlate I).
approximately 115 km.

This belt extends south of Baker Lake for

The greenschist belt is in contact with Darrington

Phyllite on the west and is intruded by the Chilliwack Composite Batholith
on the east in the present study area.

Most greenschist of this setting

is structurally underlain by Darrington Phyllite.

In places, a 2 to 3 m

thick layer of chlorite schist separates the two units and possibly
represents a stratigraphica 1 1 y transitiona1-facies. The Shuksan
Greenschist-Darrington Phyllite contact was studied in greatest detail
where it is well exposed at the base of the northwest buttress of Mt.
Shuksan.

Locally along this segment, the contact of the transitional

facies, chlorite schist with Shuksan Greenschist appears to be conformable
^Figure 7; Plate I) and is parallel to the foliation in both units.

Yet,

200 m west of the location of Figure 7, the contact is conspicuously
faulted ^Figure 8).

Here, blocks of greenschist and chlorite schist are

imbricated in structurally uppermost Darrington Phyllite, thus
constituting a second type of setting for Shuksan Greenschist.
these tectonic slices appear to be folded into tight folds.

Some of

At locality

140, some greenschist appears conformable with Darrington Phyllite.
However, in most places the contact is certainly tectonic (see Structure
section for interpretation).
well annealed.

The tectonic contacts characteristical ly are

In places, annealing is so complete that the only evidence
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FIGURE 7. Contact between transitional-facies chlorite schist (lightcolored rock in bottom half of photo) and Shuksan Greenschist. Note
that $1 of both rock units and contact are mutually parallel, suggestive
of a preserved stratigraphic contact. Location is in vicinity of sample
locality 140.

FIGURE 8. Tectonic blocks of greenscirlst (1ignt-colored rock) in
chaotic matrix of cataclastic Darrington Phyllite. View is looking
east, ^<20 m below the contact between Darrington Phyllite and Shuksan
Greenschist, at sample locality 69.
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of tectonic mixing is the chaotic relationship of disordered greenschist
blocks in phyl1ite.
Two large ^500-100 meters in length) exposures of greenschist that
are far from the northwest buttress locality also appear to represent
tectonic slices in Darrington Phyllite.

One (sample no. 33) crops out

west of the confluence of Ruth Creek and the North Fork of the Nooksack
River.

The greenschist here overlies phyllite along a fault contact.

fault contact is folded by 1 m amplitude open folds.

The

The other green

schist slice crops out to the west of sample locality 33 (Plate I) and
appears to be imbricated along a low-angle fault.

Another large green

schist exposure (sample no. 231) occurs on the west side of Price Ridge.
Its contact relationship with surrounding phyllite could not be observed
due to colluvium and soil cover.

Schistosity in this greenschist roughly

is parallel to the general trend of the surrounding phyllite foliation,
suggesting that the greenschist is an intercalation.
The contact between Shuksan Greenschist and Darrington Phyllite
general ly dips shal lowly (''-10-15°) to the east throughout most of the
study area.
25°).

South of Sulphide Pass the contact steepens slightly (to 20-

Greenschist sampled adjacent to this lower contact is type A.

Type

B greenschist occurs well within the main greenschist body.

Transitional-Facies Chlorite Schist
The stratigraphical ly transitional-facies unit is distinguished
mesoscopical ly by its pale greenish-gray color and abundance of lightcolored quartzo-feldspathic lenses (Figure 9).

The general appearance of

this chlorite schist is that of a blend of Shuksan Greenschist color with
Darrington Phyllite texture.

This schist displays a strong foliation (S^)
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FIGURE 9.

Chlorite schist between Carrington Phyllite (on right and
structurally below) and Shuksan Greenschist (on left side
of photo). Chlorite schist is 2 m thick. Note fold in
contact between greenschist and chlorite schist in lower
left corner of photo. View is facing west in area of sample
locality 140.
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marked by alternating laminae of chlorite (+ muscovite)-rich layers and
quartz + a 1 bite-rich layers.
number 140.

Sj is especially well developed in specimen

The mineral layers generally are 0.5 to 1 mm thick but

considerably thinner laminae were also observed ^eg. sample

no. 142).

The only mesoscopic folds observed are very open-style folds; they are
gentle warps of the Sj.

Their similarity in style to Shuksan Greenschist

F3 open folds suggests that they also are F3 folds.
Petrography
Five thin sections were studied (see Appendix A for mineral
assemblages).

Synkinematic minerals present in all thin sections include:

quartz, albite, chlorite, and abundant, very fine-grained granular sphene.
Chlorite present ranges in birefringent color from anomalous blue
(Fe-rich) to anomalous brown (Mg-rich).

Sample no. 59 has randomly

oriented actinolite needles incipiently overgrown on albite grains indi
cating some postkinematic recrystallization.
Synkinematic-growth white mica (muscovite?) is present in three of the
thin sections studied.

Its fabric is parallel to Sj^ and in places is bent

and broken by open F3(?) folds.
Very fine-grained (general ly 'x.O.Ol mm in diameter) clear garnets
(spessartine?) occur as individual grains in two of the thin sections
studied (sample nos. 140 and 142).

Garnet is concentrated in thin layers

or "trains" that are parallel to Sp
Occurrence and Contact Relations
The transitional-facies unit is a discontinuous layer, locally up to
3 m thick, occurring between the Shuksan Greenschist and the Darrington
Phyl 1 ite.

It can be traced for approximately 500 m along strike on the

northwest buttress of Mt. Shuksan.

It was mapped a few hundred meters
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further in that area as tectonic blocks of Darrington Phyllite ^see
Structure section for interpretation).

A sample of the transitional

facies unit was also identified at sample location 50 at the 4800 feet
elevation level between Brush Creek and Flapjack Creek ^Plate II).
Locally, the unit is mylonitized and exhibits a predominantly cataclastic
fabric.
Although narrow and discontinuous, this unit appears to be regionally
extensive.

Similar transitional facies rock was mapped by Haugerud (1980)

in the Mt. Watson area.

Chlorite schist of similar lithology occurs in

the same structural setting at least as far south as the White Chuck
Mountain area ^Figure 1; E. H. Brown, personal communication, 1982).
Samples from White Chuck Mountain also contain spessartinel?) garnets.
Based on mineralogic similarities and common structural setting, it
is proposed that these scattered occurrences of transitional facies
chlorite schist can be correlated regionally.

Their regular occurrence

between the greenschist and carbonaceous phyllite suggests a preserved
stratigraphic relation among these units, rather than a purely tectonic
relation.
As to protolith material, the lack of mafic minerals and abundance of
chlorite, albite, and quartz in these rocks suggests an altered tuffaceous
parent rock or possibly an inorganic shale ^no carbonaceous material is
present in the chlorite schists).

Darrington Phyllite
The

Darrington

carbonaceous

Phyllite

phyllite

intercalations.

with

unit

minor

in

the

study area consists

greenschist and

chlorite

of

schist

Intercalations typical ly are only a few cms thick and
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extend less than 3 m along strike; extent down-dip is undetermined.

One

intercalation of carbonate-rich greenschist (sample no 177), located in a
roadcut northeast of locality A (Plate I), was observed in an open fold.
All phyllite in this unit is type III after the classification scheme of
Frasse (1982,

modified from Bishop,

1972;

Table 1).

This scheme

categorized quartzose meta-pelites on the basis of their textural
maturity:

type I rocks show little or no recystal1ization in thin

section, type II rocks show partial recrystallization but still exhibit
relict clastic textures, and type III rocks are totally recrystallized
phyllites.
Mesoscopic Description
Darrington Phyllite is black to dark gray but weathers to a reddish
brown color which is conspicuous from a distance.
a distinctive graphitic sheen.
foliation is characteristic.

Most phyllite displays

A heterogeneously-folded penetrative

Thin section study reveals that foliation

predominantly is an $2 foliation (see Petrography section).
contains only an

foliation.

Some phyllite

Folds of various styles have amplitudes

ranging from a few centimeters to a few meters.
discussed in the Structural Geology section.
sharply-defined crenulation lineation (L3).

Styles of folding are

Some phyl 1ite contains a

Quartz and lesser amounts of

albite form lenses or augens, 1 to 50 cm in length, that are parallel to
the S2.

These augens are typically pancaked-shaped.

The Darrington Phyllite unit is riddled with faults of anastomosing
character and unknown displacements.
dipping but some are subhorizontal.
post mid-Cretaceous age diabase dikes.

Most fault attitudes are steeply
Some faults have been intruded by

TABLE 1.

Textural zones of meta-siItstone, meta-chert, argillite,
and phyllite for rocks of the western North Cascades,
after Frasse (1981) adapted from Bishop (1972).

Zone I.

NO DEFORMATION OF FRAMEWORK GRAINS.

Zone IIA.

CATACLASIS AND/OR FLATTENING OF FRAMEWORK GRAINS:
FOLIATION PRESENT: SOME ORIGINAL GRAIN BOUNDARIES
INDISTINCT.

Zone IIB.

CATACLASIS OF FRAMEWORK GRAINS INTENSE: MOST
ORIGINAL GRAIN BOUNDARIES INDISTINCT; RECRYSTALLI
ZATION AND INCIPIENT QTZ + FELD SEGREGATION.

Zone IIIA.

ORIGINAL GRAINS OBLITERATED; QTZ + FELD SEGREGATED
INTO FINE-GRAINED LAMINATIONS; QTZ + FELD GRAINS
LESS THAN 0.06 nm IN DIAMETER.

Zone 11 IB.

QTZ + FELD SEGREGATION LAMINATIONS COARSER GRAINED
AND IN WELL DEVELOPED LENSES; QTZ + FELD GRAINS
MORE THAN 0.06 mm IN DIAMETER.
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Petrography
More than 100 phyllite specimens were collected.
approximatley 75 were studied in thin section.
mineral

assemblages are given in Appendix A.

metamorphic mineral assemblage is:

Of these,

Some representative
The characteristic

quartz + albite + white mica ^sericite

or muscovite) + graphite^?) + sphene + chlorite + epidote.

Rare calcite

occurs in some specimens that probably are metamorphic derivatives of
calcareous sediments.

Pyrite is present in most thin sections studied.

Pressure fringes around some pyrite grains suggest that at least some of
the pyrite present may be pre-tectonic.
Fabrics present in phyllite can be divided into two general groups.
The most common group has a mineralogical foliation

that is defined

by quartz and albite layers intergrown with white mica (+ chlorite) layers
and thin graphite^?) layers.

Most

is transposed by a penetrative axial

planar crenulation that forms an $2 foliation ^Figure 10).
is parallel to F2 axial planes.

The $2 fabric

This $2 foliation is the dominant

foliation observed in mesoscopic scale.

A variety within this group

contains domains of phyllite whose S^, $2, and F2 fabrics, while parallel
to one another inside each domain, are heterogeneously oriented to similar
fabrics within other domains of phyllite in the same thin section.

This

chaotic variety probably derived its fabric during post- or late-kinematic
cataclasis.
The second, less common type of phyl 1 ite, has similar
the first type but lacks the crenulations and

$2

foliation.

fabric to
This S-^

fabric is mostly planar but is locally folded by very open folds (F3?).
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1

FIGURE 10.

mm

Photomicrograph of Darrington Phyllite showing S-^, So
and ^2- Black layers are graphite(?) or finely-crushed
minerals; light-colored layers are quartz + albite +
white mica. Small dark circles are bubbles.
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Occurrence and Contact Relations
Exposed Darrington Phyllite mostly occurs in a belt which is
contiguous from the North Fork of the Nooksack River to the Middle Fork
area of Shannon Creek (Plate I).

This belt varies in width; it is

5 km

wide (east-west) at the Nooksack River and narrows to 0.5 km to the south.
Its structurally lower (and western) contact is the Shuksan thrust fault;
the structurally upper contact with Shuksan Greenschist is a fault contact
that locally may be conformable, as described above.
Some tectonic slivers of phyllite were mapped below the Shuksan
thrust fault.

The largest of these underlies Imbroglio Hill (Plate I).

Smal 1 er si ices occur at sample localities 5 and 13 1 ocated just to the
east (Plate II).
The structural ly lower contact is the Shuksan thrust fault which
juxtaposes Darrington Phyllite with rocks predominantly of the Chilliwack
Group.

The Shuksan thrust fault is the uppermost fault in a 1.5 km

(minimum) wide imbricate zone consisting of numerous anastomosing thrust
faults.

The Shuksan thrust fault sensu stricto refers to the structurally

uppermost narrow zone of intensely sheared and ductily deformed rock in
which Chi 1 1 iwack Group rocks and Darrington Phyl 1 ite are tectonical ly
shuffled together on all scales (see Structural Geology section).
Further, this uppermost fault zone delineates the eastern limit of the
imbricate zone.

This fault contact is best exposed on Shuksan Arm but

relations are largely obscured by alteration from intrusion of the Lake
Ann Stock (see Structural Geology section).

Another well-exposed portion

of the fault contact is located in an old logging roadcut (Location A,
Plate I).

Here, the Shuksan fault(ss) contact has been modified by the

Climbing Route fault zone (see Structural Geology section); to the west,
interbedded meta-ribbon chert and argillite of the Chilliwack Group blends
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into Darrington Phyllite on the east.
scale is:

The transition seen on mesoscopic

well-preserved ribbon chert/mildly sheared ribbon

chert/strongly sheared ribbon chert/cataclasite/strongly sheared
Darrington Phyl1ite/miIdly sheared Darrington Phyl1ite/non-sheared
Darrington Phyllite.

Thin sections of samples from across this same

profile show that the transition from meta-chert of the Chilliwack Group
to Darrington Phyllite is in reality alternate tectonic imbrication of the
two units.
Darrington Phyllite is juxtaposed with many different rock types of
the Chilliwack Group.

This is mostly due to the discontinuous nature of

the rock units in the Chilliwack Group and partly due to truncation of
these units by the fault.

Virtual ly every Chi 11 iwack Group rock type

mapped occurs adjacent to the contact with Darrington Phyllite as shown on
the geologic map ^Plate I).

Where Darrington Phyllite is juxtaposed with

Chilliwack Group phyllite and/or argillite, elucidation of the contact
relations is difficult if not impossible.

Disrupted Darrington Phyllite

in the fault zone resembles Chilliwack phyllite and cataclasized
argillite.

Thin section observations indicate that recystal1ization con

current with cataclasis has texturally upgraded type I argillites and/or
argillaceous cherts to type II B and possibly even type III A phyllites.
Phyllite produced as a result of recrystallization during cataclasis has
also been reported by Bell and Ethridge 0973).
thus produced contains an

Chilliwack Group phyllite

foliation and F2 folds, but only exhibits

incipient development of $2 foliation (Figure 11).
The problem of mapping type III phyllites which contain no textural
links to, but are possibly derived from, Chilliwack Group lithologies was
solved by mapping them as Darrington Phyllite.

As a result, the exposures
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S.

1

FIGURE

n.

mm

Photomicrograph of metamorphosed silty argillite of the
Chilliwack Group. Note Sj foliation with incipient $2
foliation oblique to S]^. at = relict argillite; ms =
white mica; qz = quartz.
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of phyllite on ImbroglioHill weremapped as Darning ton Phyllite unit.
The contacts of these phyllites are covered but their structural position
and association with a heterogeneous collection of rock units (i.e. Vedder
Complex amphibole schists, serpentinites, and Chilliwack Group meta-cherts
and meta-volcanic rocks) strongly suggest that they are tectonic slices.
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CHILLIWACK GROUP
Rocks mapped as Chilliwack Group crop out west of the Darrington
Phyl 1 ite along the entire length of the study area ^Plate I).

However,

some rocks exposed south of Day Creek (Plate I) are of questionable
Chilliwack Group affinity as discussed below.

The eastern contact of the

Chilliwack Group with the Darrington Phyl1 ite is the Shuksan thrust fault
(ss).

The nature of this fault contact was described previously (see

Darrington Phyl!ite section).

Rocks of the Chilliwack Group extend to the

western margin of the study area.

Approximately 1 to 3 km west of the

study area, Misch (1966, 1977a) mapped the Nooksack Group in contact with
(and structurally below) the Chilliwack Group along the Church Mountain
thrust fault.
Rock types mapped as the Chilliwack Group of this study are
dominantly metamorphosed volcanic flow and pyroclastic rocks interbedded
with meta-volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks. The rocks have been partially
recrystallized to the prehnite-pumpellyite facies; relict textures
typically are preserved.

Pumpellyite and chlorite are the most commonly

observed metamorphic minerals.

No prehnite was observed.

The meta-sedimentary rock protoliths consist mostly of interbedded
silty argillite, siltstone (Figure 12), and sandstone with localized
pebble to boulder conglomerate layers.

One such conglomerate bed that

occurs on Shuksan Arm, in the vicinity of sample locality 151, contains a
1 X 3 m meta-andesite boulder that apparently was deposited as an olistolith.

Soft-sediment deformation is evidenced by a fold of a 0.5 m thick

layer of fine-grained muddy meta-sandstone that wraps around one end of
the meta-andesite boulder.

The surrounding meta-sandstone layers are

planar and non-folded.

The clastic meta-sedimentary rocks typically are

moderately well-sorted.

Sand-size clasts generally are subangular.

Most
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FIGURE 12.

Meta-volcaniclastic siltstone and interbedded meta-tuff of
the Chilliwack Group from Shuksan Arm.
Note joints at high
angles to bedding which is parallel to pencil.

r
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pebble-size and larger clasts are subrounded and slightly flattened
yielding a weak foliation

that is parallel to bedding

iSq)-

Protoliths of the meta-pyroclastic rocks iFigure 13) typically are
andesitic to dacitic crystal and lithic tuffs, some of which have been
resedimented.

Clasts are composed of andesite and dacite lithic

fragments, euhedral plagioclase laths, devitrifiod glass shards, pumice
fragments, and mono- and polycrystalline quartz.

Some meta-pyrocl astic

rocks which textural ly grade into volcanic-wacke have appreciable amounts
of recrystallized matrix material.
bedded with meta-tuff.

Locally, minor meta-chert is inter-

Meta-volcanic flow rocks, some with relict pillow

structures ^Figure 14), range in composition from basalt to dacite but
predominantly are basalt to basaltic-andesite. Typically these flow rocks
are porphyritic and contain albitized plagioclase phenocrysts that
commonly form a trachytic texture ^Figure 15).

The only relict ferro-

magnesian mineral present in meta-basalt is clinopyroxene which is
variably chloritized.
The rocks described above occur north of Day Creek ^Plate I) and are
tentatively correlated with the Chi 11iwack Group described by Monger
0966).

This correlation is only tentative due to the lack of fossil or

radiometric age-dates from these rocks.

Correlation of rocks from this

study with the Chilliwack Group is based on the following:

0) general

stratigraphic relations mapped in this study are similar to those from the
Chilliwack Group elsewhere, (2) some virtually identical lithologies occur
in the Park Butte-Loomis Mountain area which Blackwell (1983) correlates
with the Chilliwack Group, (3) the rocks occupy a structural position
below'the Shuksan plate in accord with the structural setting of the
Chilliwack Group elsewhere in the North Cascades (Vance, 1957; Misch,
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FIGURE 13.

Photomicrograph (crossed-nicols) of Chilliwack 6roup(?)
pyroclastic rock. Note poorly-developed foliation defined
by fine phyllosi1icates. Sample is no. 275. ab = ablite;
ct = chlorite; pp = pumpellyite. Opaque mineral is magneti te.
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FIGURE 14.

Relic pillows in Chilliwack Group meta-basalt atop Mt. Ann.
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FIGURE 15.

mm

Photomicrograph (crossed-nicols) of andesite of the
Chilliwack Group showing trachytic texture. Sample
is no. 90-264. ab = albite; ct = chlorite.
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1966; Franklin, 1974; Dotter, 1977; Jenne, 1978), and (4) the incomplete
metamorphic recrystallization to the prehnite-pumpel lyite facies is
typical of the Chilliwack Group.
The lithologies occurring in the present study area that are
strikingly simi 1 ar to rocks of the Chill iwack Group in the Park ButteLoomis Mountain area located on the east side of Twin Sisters Mountain are
from a series of meta-basaltic andesite flows and a meta-pumiceous
pyroclastic flow ^sample nos. 90-204-209) located along Highway 542 in the
northwestern part of the study area and also near the west end of Shuksan
Arm.

The meta-pumiceous pyroclastic flow ^sample no. 204A) particularly

is similar to one ^sample no. 9-131) in the Park Butte-Loomis Mountain
area (Blackwell, 1983).
Although a precise stratigraphy was not determined for rocks of this
study which are tentatively correlated with the Chilliwack Group,
lithologic associations in the field correspond well with a stratigraphy
determi ned by Monger (1966) for the Chi 11 iwack Group in the Chill iwack
Val ley, British Columbia.

Meta-dacite and meta-dacite tuffs from the

Shuksan Creek valley (sample nos. 99,

108,

125-127) are spatially

associated with meta-sandstone, meta-pyroclastic rocks, and minor meta
chert; this assemblage of rocks is possibly correlative with the Permian
volcanic sequence of Monger (1966).

The sequence of meta-volcaniclastic

rocks on Shuksan Arm (specimen nos. 102-112, 116, 251, 252, 254, 296, 297,
301, 308) is possibly correlative with the upper clastic sequence of
Monger (1966) which underlies the Permian volcanic sequence.

The

distinctive meta-basaltic-andesite flows and the meta-pumiceous
pyroclastic flow located along Highway 541 possibly correlate with
virtually identical ones that constitute a stratigraphic marker between
the A (lower) and B (upper) units of the lower clastic sequence which
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underlies Dock Butte, east of Twin Sisters Mountain (Blackwell,

1983).

The absence of 1 imestone beds in the Mt. Shuksan area marks a major
difference in the stratigraphy of the Chilliwack Group compared to that
elsewhere.

The only limestone observed in the study area was a large

boulder at the north end of the upper, unused logging road (now only a
trail) west of Imbroglio Hill (Plate I).
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HAYSTACK MOUNTAIN UNIT
An assemblage of rocks which occur south of Day Creek are correlated
tentatively with the Haystack Mountain unit of Cruver (1983).

These rocks

predominantly are meta-ribbon chert (Figure 16) and meta-basalt (Figure
17) with minor amounts of interbedded argillite, meta-si Itstone, and meta
andesite tuff.

Several characteristics of this assemblage of rocks differ

from those typical of the Chilliwack Group.

The abundance of meta-chert

is anomalous compared to that of the Chilliwack Group in Chilliwack
Valley, British Columbia (Monger, 1966); underlying Black Mountain
(Liszak, 1982); and in the Park Butte-Loomis Mountain area (Blackwell,
1983); where the meta-chert is typically less than a few meters in
thickness.

Meta-chert that underlies Van Hill (Plate I) is approximately

1300 m thick and constitutes only a part of the total volume of meta-chert
exposed in this part of the study area.

Some meta-tuff that is

interbedded with meta-chert contains ferrosti Ipnomelane (specimen nos. 20
and 159).

Ferrosti Ipnomelane is previously unreported from rocks of the

Chilliwack Group but is common in meta-tuffs and meta-cherts of the Hay
stack Mountain unit of Cruver (1983).
Meta-basalt that is interbedded with meta-chert (north of Baker Lake)
contains titanaugite and actinolite and is petrographical ly similar to
titanaugite-bearing meta-basalt of the Haystack unit (Cruver, 1983).
Regional metamorphic actinolite has not been reported from rocks elsewhere
in the North Cascades that belong to the Chilliwack Group.

Along the

northeast margin of Twin Sisters Mountain, similar titanaugite-bearing
meta-basalt is interbedded with argillite and minor meta-chert and
informally termed the Elbow Lake unit (Blackwell, 1983).

The Elbow Lake

unit is tentatively correlated with the Haystack unit by Blackwell (1983).
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FIGURE 16.

Meta-ribbon chert in roadcut located west of Van Hill.
Note abundant F2(?) folds of chert ribbons.
Hat (lower
left corner) for scale.

r

FIGURE 17a.

Interbedded meta-basalt (gray-green) and meta-tuff (white)
in a roadcut along the north side of Baker Lake. These
rocks are similar to rocks of the Haystack unit of Cruver
(1983).

FIGURE 17b.

Closeup of meta-basalt that occurs on the north side of
Baker Lake. Note tension fractures, filled with calcite,
that cross-cut rock foliation that is parallel to pencil.
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The Elbow Lake unit is a fault-bound tectonic fragment that is imbricated
in the fault zone between rocks of the Chilliwack Group and Twin Sisters
Dunite iBlackwell, 1983).
Similarly, indirect evidence indicates that the assemblage of rocks
under discussion that occur west of the Darrington Phyllite between Baker
Lake and the vicinity of Day Creek also is a large tectonic block.
nature of this evidence is twofold:

The

(1) within the proposed block, al 1

slices of ultramafic rock are serpentinite that has been altered by
regional metamorphism to the lower greenschist to prehnite-pumpel lyite
facies (see ultramafic rocks section) whereas, ultramafic rock that occurs
outside the block, to the north, is entirely forsterite-tremol ite-talc
(Fo-Tr-Tc) rock.

This Fo-Tr-Tc rock is the product of amphibolite facies

metamorphism of harzburgite tectonite and dunite.

(2) Tectonic slices of

Vedder Complex occur only within the block in the study area and are
juxtaposed with the titanaugite-bearing meta-basalt.

This same structural

relation occurs along the northeastern margin of Twin Sisters Mountain
where the Elbow Lake unit (titanaugite-bearing meta-basalt) is juxtaposed
with tectonic slices of Vedder Complex (Blackwell, 1983).
In summary, the rocks south of Day Creek have been mapped tentatively
as the Haystack Mountain unit (Cruver, 1983) in this study.

Although the

evidence is inconclusive, petrographic, mineralogic, and lithologic
simi1arities as well as similarity in structural setting suggest that
these rocks are correlative with tectonic fragments of Jurassic meta
basalt, meta-chert, and meta-sedimentary rocks that crop out on Haystack
Mountain and other smal 1 hills in the 1ower Skagit Valley, termed the
Haystack Mountain unit by Cruver (1983).
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TECTONIC SLICES
Units designated as tectonic slices are discontinuous, fault-bound,
commonly lens-shaped rocks that crop out among rocks of markedly different
metamorphic grade, rock type, and, not commonly, age.
these slices occurred in the solid state.

Imbrication of

Tectonic slices account for a

minor percentage of the total mapped rock exposures.
Rock types occurring as tectonic slices may be classed into several
mappable unit:

(1) ultramafic rocks, (2) mica schist, hornblende schist,

and amphibolite iVedder Complex of Armstrong and others, 1983), (3) green
stone of uncertain affinity, ^4) blueschist of uncertain affinity iBaker
Lake blueschist of this study, and (5) meta-hornblende gabbro of uncertain
affinity.
Some mineral compositions have been determined by E. H. Brown using
the energy dispersive microprobe at the University of Cambridge, England.
Elements analyzed include:
and Cl.

Si, Al, Ca, Na, K, Mg, Mn, Fe, Cr, Ti, Ni, V,

Detection 1 imits are Si02, and Al 2O3 '''0.20%, Na20

0.25%, and oxides of other elements ''<0.10%.

0.35%, MgO

On-line computer processing

of raw probe data was done following the methods of Sweatman and Long
(1969) and Statham il976).

Ultramafic Rocks
Ultramafic rocks constitute the predominant rock type of the units
that occur as tectonic slices.

Ultramafic rocks are serpentinites and

forsterite-tremol ite-talc (Fo-Tr-Tc) rocks.

The latter rocks generally

are partly recrystallized, metamorphosed ultramafic rocks.

Relict

minerals indicate that the parent rocks were dunite and harzburgite
tectonites.

It is shown below that serpentinite and Fo-Tr-Tc rock

recrystallized under distinctly different temperature conditions and that
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each occur in separate portions of the study area.
Serpentinite
Mesoscopic Description--$erpentinites are greenish-black to black on
fresh surfaces but weather to a light brown or light gray color.

Many

serpentinites exhibit a poor to moderately wel 1-developed shear foliation,
but some are massive.

Most outcrops are irregularly fractured.

Some

fractures are filled with white calcite, dolomite and/or talc.
Occurrence and Contact Rel ations--Serpentinite occurs as tectonic
slices and blocks presumably emplaced in the solid state.

Serpentinite

was mapped only in the portion of the study area south of Day Creek (Plate
I).

Blocks of serpentinite mapped in the vicinity of Imbroglio Hill and

to the south define a low-angle structure (see Structure section).

No

contacts of serpentinite with surrounding Chilliwack Group(?) were
observed.

Presumably all contacts are fault contacts.

Petrography and Mineral ogy--Mineral assemblages of serpentinites
examined are listed in Appendix I.

Serpentinites typically contain

antigorite (-v 70-80%), Mg-chlorite (1-15%), carbonate minerals (1-2%),
magnetite (1-2%), and + garnet (2%).
Antigorite occurs mostly as cryptocrystalline to fine-grained ('^0.05
mm) flakes (Figure

18).

Identification of serpentine species as

antigorite was done by x-ray diffraction analysis.

Some minor crysotile

also may be present in at least one specimen (no. 18) as indicated by the
presence of probable chrysotile peaks on an x-ray diffraction pattern of
antigorite.
Chlorite flakes generally are 0.1 to 0.3 mm in length but some occur
up to 0.6 mm.

Anomalous gray to brown birefringence ( 'v- 0.005),

low

relief, and pale green color (plane-polarized light) suggest Mg-rich
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FIGURE 18.

mm

Photomicrograph of serpentinite (sample no. 15). Note weak
foliation formed by antigorite, chlorite, and magnetite
grains (foliation is oriented left-right in photo), se =
serpentine (antigorite); ct = Mg-rich chlorite. Opaque
mineral is magnetite.
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chlorite is present ^Troger,

1971).

All chlorite observed is intergrown

with, or surrounds, magnetite grains.
Carbonate occurs as isolated grains 'v- 0.5 mm in diameter and also in
post- or late-tectonic veins.

All groundmass carbonate analyzed is

cal cite except in one specimen ^no. 27) of talc magnesite rock.

Carbonate

in veins is dolomite and/or calcite.
Garnet forms elongate clusters,
xenoblastic grains where present.

0.2 to 0.3 mm in

length,

of

Garnet is inferred to be andradite in

composition based on its strikingly similar appearence to andradite in
ultramafic rocks from Fidalgo Island ^E. H. Brown, oral communication,
1981).
Opaque minerals largely are magnetite.
sulfides.
particles.

Magnetite typically occurs

Some specimens also contain
as

disseminated dust-sized

Some coarser, xenoblastic grains occur that average 0.3 mm in

diameter but range up to 4 mm.

The larger grains are notable in that

coarse chlorite and antigorite flakes penetrate them.
Talc is present in minor amounts in serpentinite as incipient
cryptocrystalline mats that overprint the serpentinite fabric.

Talc also

occurs in postkinematic veins that are up to 3 mm thick.
Fabrics of serpentinites are the result of two deformational events.
Synkinematic crystallization of minerals and formation of concommitant
fabrics are ascribed to a deformational event, Dj^.

Crystal 1 ization of

antigorite and lesser chlorite flakes in subparallel
weak penetrative foliation ^S]^)

alignment forms a

in some serpentinites.

A mineral

lineation (L^) is defined by alignment of xenoblastic magnetite and by
thin "trains" of granular andradite grains where present.
to Si*

L][ is parallel
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Crystallization of some magnetite (relict igneous?) possibly predates
0]^ as skeletal grains of magnetite are penetrated by syn-D^ growth
chlorite and antigorite flakes (Figure 18).
A post-D]^ deformation,

D2,

subisoclinal folds (F2) of

is recorded

(Figure 19).

in some specimens by

D2 stresses also caused

fracturing subparallel to F2 axial planes resulting in an axial-planar
cleavage or shear foliation

($2).

S2

is the dominant mesoscopic

foliation.

Forsterite-Tremolite-Talc Rock
Forsterite-tremolite-talc (Fo-Tr-Tc) rocks are partly recrystal 1 ized
harzburgite tectonite and dunite.
Mesoscopic Description--In general, the Fo-Tr-Tc rock has tectonic
layering (Figure 20) but also occurs in masive blocks.
weather to a distinctive light brown (dun) or,
gray color.

These rocks

less commonly, to a light

Fresh rock surfaces are ol ive-gray to very dark gray.

The

degree of crystallinity ranges from microcrystalline to moderately coarse
grained, but most rocks are fine phanerites.

Coarse varieties display the

best developed tectonite layering of forsterite and tremolite or talc
(Figure 20).

This layering is accentuated by differential weathering of

talc and/or tremolite vs. forsterite layers.
Occurrene and Contact Rel ations--Tectonic slices of Fo-Tr-Tc rock
were mapped on Shuksan Arm, along the base of the east wal 1 of Shuksan
Creek valley, and underlying a small knob at location ^ (Plate I)
on the upper west val ley wal1 of Shuksan Creek.

located

These occurrances lie

between Shuksan Arm and Day Creek (Plate I) and delineate a zone outside
of which no Fo-Tr-Tc rock was mapped.
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FIGURE 19.

Photomicrograph of serpentinite (sample no. 18) which
displays a folded
(outlined by opaque magnetite^
grains) with axial-planar S^. ct = chlorite (Mg-rich);
do = dolomite; se = serpentine (antigorite).
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FIGURE 20.

Fo-Tr-Tc rock exhibiting strong tectonite fabric. Attitude
of foliation is N360W140NE (= subparallel to fault contact
between tectonic slice and pelitic rock of the Chilliwack
Group). Closeup (below) shows veins of tremolite that
cross-cut foliation. Foliation is accentuated by olivine
(dark rust-brown color) grains which have weathered to a
positive relief. Photos are at sample locality 117.
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Most contacts of Fo-Tr-Tc rock with the Chilliwack Group in which it
is imbricated are covered by a thin glacial mantle or colluvium.
exposed, the contacts general ly are of two types:

Where

One type is a ''*2 m

wide, almost imperceptible, tectonic transition zone between ultramafic
rock and Chilliwack Group host rock marked by chaotic, brittle shear
textures in which tectonic mixing of units has occurred.

This type of

contact occurs along the east valley wall of Shuksan Creek.

The second

type of contact is a sharp fault or shear plane that surrounds the
commonly lenticular ultramafic rock and separates it from severely cataclasized but coherent rocks of the Chilliwack Group.

This type of contact

was observed on Shuksan Arm.
The ultramafic slices are elongate, lens-shaped bodies that range
from cobble-size to large boulder-size fragments as much as 50 m in
length.
Petrography and Mineralogy—19 Fo-Tr-Tc rock specimens were studied
in thin section.

Mineral assemblages of these are listed in Appendix A.

The characteristic metamorphic mineral assemblage is:
antigorite + Mg-chlorite + magnetite + tremolite.

forsterite + talc +

Relict igneous or high-

grade metamorphic minerals include enstatite, forsterite and Al-rich
chromite.

Postkinematic calcite and anthophyl1 ite also are present.

Mineral percentages are summarized in Table 2.
One Fo-Tr-Tc rock (sample no. 94; protolith = harzburgite tectonite)
was analyzed with the microprobe.
below.

Specimen no. 94 contains

tremolite (^5%), antigorite ( ^-4%),
(

Data from this specimen is discussed
forsterite
relict

(70%), talc ('^15%),

enstatite ('''5%), magnetite

'^'l%), and a trace amount of an unidentified, dark orange alteration

product of olivine.

TABLE 2.

FORSTERITE

Summary of percentages of mineral phases present in
forsterite-tremolite-talc rock from visual estimates
in thin section.

40-70% in nearly half of the thin sections.
20-30% in 25% of the thin sections.
1-10% in 25% of the thin sections.

TALC

15-30% in most thin sections.
50-70% in some rocks affected by thermal metamorphism

TREMOLITE

1-5%

generally; rarely up to 60%.

SERPENTINE

1-5%

generally; up to 40% in highly serpentinized
varieties.

CHLORITE

1-2%

in most rocks; up to 15% in some.

ENSTATITE

0-5%

MAGNETITE

trace-2% generally; 10-20% rarely.

CHROMITE

0-0.5%

CALCITE

0-trace

ANTHOPHYLLITE = 20% in one thin section (sample no. 117).
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Forsterite has a 2v(+) = 85-90° indicative of a chemical composition
ranging from Fogg to Fogg (Troger, 1971).

Chemical analyses ^microprobe;

Table 3) of one grain average Fogg ^chrysolite).

Therefore, olivine

present is here termed forsterite because the composition is close to that
end member.

The chemical compositon is very similar to olivine from

alpine peridotites ^Ragan, 1967; Loney and others, 1971; Jackson and
Thayer,

1972) including those in the Sultan and Carrington zones,

Washington ^Vance and Dungan, 1977).
Forsterite grains are xenoblastic, granoblastic and in some
specimens, weakly foliated ^Figure 21).

Grain size generally ranges from

0.05 mm to 2 mm in diameter; many grains are 0.2 to 0.4 mm in diameter but
coarse relict grains occur up to 5 mm in diameter.
Forsterite typically is fractured in an anastomosing pattern.
Fratures are filled most commonly by antigorite and less commonly by Mgchlorite and/or talc.

The network of fractures surrounding forsterite has

a preferred orientation that is microscopically parallel to a weak
penetrative rock foliation in layered varieties of Fo-Tr-Tc rock.

Many

adjacent forsterite grains within the network of fractures are in optical
continuity suggesting fracturing of coarse grains rather than fracturing
around finer grains.
Talc is present in al 1 but two of the thin sections studied.

It is

present in greater amounts in rocks that have been contact metamorphosed
during intrusion of the Lake Ann Stock (Table 2).

Talc forms foliated

masses and less commonly radiating clusters of feathery grains.
rocks,

In some

3 mm thick layers of talc are intergrown with forsterite and

antigorite thus forming a crude metamorphic layering.
Microprobe analyses of talc (Table 4) are similar to those from
peridotites in the Darrington and Sultan zones (Vance and Dungan, 1977).
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TABLE 3.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of olivine from Fo-Tr-Tc rock
(this study) and from Barrington and Sultan zones.

This Study
90-94

Vance*
1

Vance*
2

Chrysolite**

Si02

40.9

40.1

40.4

39.9

FeO#

11.1

10.5

8.5

14.0

MgO

47.9

49.2

49.5

45.4

MnO

.21

.24

.65

.22

100.11

100.04

99.05

99.52

.99

1.00

1.00

.18

.29

Cationic Charges = 8
Si

1.01

Mg

1.76

1.80

1.81

1.69

Mn

.01

.01

.01

.01

3.01

3.02

3.00

2.99

lOOXMg
Mg+Fe^

•

CO

CVJ

.22

Fe

88.5

89.3

#Total Fe analyzed as FeO.
*Data from Vance and Dungan, 1977.
**Data from Deer and others, 1966.

91.2

85.3

I- - - - - - - - - - - 1
1

FIGURE 21.

mm

Photomicrograph of foliated olivine grain in Fo-Tr-Tc
rock (sample no. 93). Foliation is accentuated by
anastomosing fractures which are filled by serpentine
(antigorite?).
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TABLE 4.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of talc in Fo-Tr-Tc rock from
this study and from peridotite from the Barrington and Sultan
zones (Vance and Dungan, 1977).
Mt. Shuksan Area
90-94

Si02
FeO*
MgO

Barrington Zone
1594

Sultan Zone
31

62.5

61.7

61.4
1.25
31.3

0.92
31.7

0.98
31.4

AI2O3

n.d.

0.21

0.13

MnO

n.d.

0.01

n.d.

93.95

95.34

94.21

7.93

7.93

7.92

.14

.10

.11

6.01

5.94

6.01

Cationic charge = 44
Si
Fe^
Mg
A1

.03

.02

—

Mn

—

—

--

Mg/(Mg+Fe^)

.98

.98

.98

*A11 Fe analyzed as FeO.
n.d. = not detected
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Antigorite was identified by x-ray diffraction analysis.
analyses (Table 5) corroborate this identification.
composition,

Microprobe
Antigorite

as in the case of forsterite and talc compositions,

is

similar to those from the Danrington and Sultan zones (Vance and Dungan,
1977).

Antigorite occurs in extremely fine-grained to cryptocrystalline

lenticular masses, 1 to 3 mm thick, or in incipient alteration patches
averaging 0.35 mm in diameter.

As previously mentioned, antigorite also

commonly forms a braided network of thin veinlets that anastomose
forsterite grains (Figure 21).
Tremolite occurs in habits indicative of regional
metamorphic crystallization.

Commonly,

and contact

tremol ite forms tabular

xenoblastic porphyroblasts, with distinctive ragged grain terminuses and a
planar fibrous habit (Figure 22).
length.

These grains range from 1 to 2 mm in

In some layered rocks, this form of tremolite is intergrown with

talc and olivine in alternating layers suggesting crystallization during
regional metamorphism.
Tremolite habits indicative of post-tectonic static-growth were also
observed.

Some tremolite which forms radiating, slender laths '^0.5 mm

long occurs in the same thin section with presumed regional metamorphic
tremolite.

Rare veins of tremolite cross-cut metamorphic layering (Figure

20).
Tremolite is clear in plane-polarized light and exhibits low ( 6
0.015) to moderate ( 6 = 0.025) birefringence.
in prism sections.

{110} cleavage is common

Alteration to talc initiates along these cleavage

planes as well as along the outer margins of the grains.
has been almost entirely replaced appears as subparallel,
surrounded by talc.

=

Less commonly,

Tremolite that
fine needles

tremolite alters to an unidentified
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TABLE 5.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of antigorite from Fo-Tr-Tc
rock from the Mt. Shuksan area and analyses from peridotite
from the Barrington and Sultan zones (Vance and Dungan, 1977).

Mt. Shuksan Area
90-94
Si02

Barrington Zone
no. 3

42.2

43.9

Sultan Zone
no. 5
44.5

AI2O3

1.73

.68

.12

Ti02

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

FeO*

4.25

4.6

2.1

38.7

40.1

MgO

38.7

MnO

.12

.05

.04

CaO

.11

n.d.

n.d.

Na20

.48

n.d.

n.d.

87.59

87.93

86.86

Cationic charge = 56
Si

7.91

8.17

8.27

A1

.38

.15

.03

Ti

—

—

—

.67

.72

.33

Mg

10.81

10.72

11.09

Mn

.02

.01

.01

Ca

.02

—

—

Na

.18

—

—

.94

.94

.97

Fe^

Mg/(Fe^+Mg)

*A11 Fe analyzed by FeO.
n.d. = not detected
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I- - - - - - - - - H
1

FIGURE 22.

mm

Photomicrograph (crossed-nicols) of characteristic
assemblage of forsterite + tremolite + talc in FoTr-Tc rock. Rock is sample no. 94. en = enstatite;
fo = forsterite; tc = talc; tr = tremolite.
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TABLE

6.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of tremolite from
Fo-Tr-Tc
rock, Mt. Shuksan area, and analyses from peridotite from the
Barrington and Sultan zones (Vance and Dungan, 1977).
Mt. Shuksan Area
9B-94

Barrington
1640

and

Sultan Zones
101

Si02

57.8

59.0

57.6

MgO

23.9

24.6

23.6

CaO

12.1

12.8

13.1

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

2.1

0.80

1.1

AI2O3

n.d.

0.15

0.30

^’"2^3

n.d.

0.03

0.08

0.01

0.01

FeO

MnO

0.11

K2O

n.d.

0.01

0.01

NiO

n.d.

0.07

0.08

Na20

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

96.0

97.5

96.2

Cationic charge = 46;
Si
Al^V

8.01

—
8.01

Al'"
Fe^

—
0.26

Mn

0.01

Mg

4.94

Cr

n.d.
5.21

Fe^ + Mg + Mn + Fe^'^ + A1 + Ti + Si = 13
8.01

7.96

0.0

0.04

8.01

8.00

0.02

0.01

0.09

0.13

#

#

4.98

4.92

#

5.09

0.01

5.07
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TABLE 6.

Continued.

90.94
Ca

1640

101

1.80

1.86

1.94

1.80

1.86

1.94

#

#

Na

Na
K
0.0

0.0

0.0

* — Partitioning of Fe into Fe^ and Fe^ is calculated from assumed
stoichiometry given above.
n.d. - Not detected.
# — Value less than .01.
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carbonate mineral.

Chemical

analyses ^Table

6)

support optical

identification of tremolite and compare well with tremolite analyses from
the Darrington and Sultan zones (Vance and Dungan, 1977).
Fine flakes of pale green to clear (plane-polarized light) chlorite,
0.1 to 0.3 mm long, typically are intergrown with serpentine in margins of
magnetite pods.
flakes

Chlorite occurs less commonly as fine- to medium-grained

intergrown with massive talc or

in

very thin

layers that

are interstitial to olivine + tremolite layers.
Mg-chlorite is indicated by anomalous gray to brown birefringent
colors (

6

= 0.005) and refractive

indices

= 1.58 (Trbger,

1971).

Chlorite was not analyzed with the microprobe.
Clear (plane-polarized light) orthopyroxene was observed in four thin
sections (Appendix A).

The high relief of orthopyroxene grains

accentuates two prominent cleavages intersecting at ''-90°.

Extinction is

parallei to cleavage traces in most grains observed; some grains have
slightly inclined extinction.

Orthopyroxene typically shows light gray

birefringent colors and has a 2V(+) = 60°.
enstatite composition (Troger, 1971).
a composition = Engg

5.

These data indicate an

Microprobe analyses (Table 7) yield

Enstatite grains are much coarser than most

accompanying grains; not uncommonly, grains = 1 cm in diameter.

Only talc

masses, which typically surround enstatite, are larger.
Textural evidence suggests that enstatite has survived from a relict
igneous assemblage or from a higher grade metamorphic assemblage than that
which is presently predominant in Fo-Tr-Tc rocks.
twofold:

This evidence is

(1) fine-grained metamorphic olivine and tremolite occur in

patches replacing some coarse grains of enstatite, and (2) the dominant
assemblage olivine + tremolite + talc found in Fo-Tr-Tc rocks represents
equilibration of those minerals at temperatures below that of enstatite
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TABLE 7.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of orthopyroxene from
Fo-Tr-Tc rock, Mt. Shuksan area.
90-94
SiO^

58.78

AI2O3

n.d.

Ti02

n.d.

Fe203*

1.48

FeO*

5.15

MnO

.11

MgO

35.25

CaO

n.d.
.48

Na20

101.25
Cationic charge =
Si
All''

12
2.0
0.0
2.0

Al"

—

Ti

—

Fe^

.04

Fe^

.15

Mn

#

Mg

1.79
1.98
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TABLE 7.

Continued.

90-94
Ca
Na

.03
.03

lOOxMg/Mg+Fe^+Fe^+Mn =90.5

* ------ Fe^ calculated as Fe^ = Na - A1;
Fe^ = Fe.„. - Fe^.
tot
n.d. - Not detected.
# ------ Value less than .01.
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equi1ibrium.

This is manifest petrographical ly by ubiquitous partial

alteration of enstatite to talc.
Magnetite is present in all samples studied.

Most samples contain

extremely finely disseminated (dust-sized) xenoblastic grains.
grains are slightly 1 arger; 0.1 to 0.2 mm in diameter.

Many

Some cl usters of

grains form a skeletal texture that average 2 mm across.

Rarely, fine

platelets of magnetite have long axes oriented subparallel to rock folia
tion.

This texture implies synkinematic crystallization of

some

magnetite.
Microprobe analyses (Table 8) indicate that magnetite contains '''3.7
wt

%

Cr203.

Cr203 possibly is present from the breakdown of high

temperature chromite during the regional metamorphism that produced the
Fo-Tr-Tc rock.

Petrographic evidence that supports such a petrogenesis of

Cr-bearing magnetite is the occurrence of diffuse rims of magnetite around
many Al-rich chromite grains.

Magnetite also is intergrown along

fractures within A1-chromite grains.

Magnetite that was analyzed with the

microprobe is not intergrown with Al-rich chromite.
Chromite.

Seven of the thin sections studied contain dark red

(almost opaque) chromite.
relief, translucent

Al-rich chromite is indicated by very high

to nearly isotropic, distinctive red grains.

These

grains also are optically similar to Al-rich chromite in ultramafic rocks
from the Gee Point area (Brown and others, 1982).

Al-rich chromite was

not analyzed with the microprobe.
Al-rich chromite occurs in anhedral grains averaging 'vO.S mm in
diameter.

As noted above, nearly all grains are fractured and have

magnetite intergrown in diffuse rims and/or along fractures.
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TABLE 8.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of magnetite from Fo-Tr-Tc
rock, Mt. Shuksan area.
90-94
Wt.% Oxide
FeO*

86.7
3.67

MgO

.77

AI2O3

.63

Si02

.59

Ti02

.20

Co
V

1.51
.17
94.24

* All Fe analyzed as FeO.
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Metamorphic Conditions
intramafic rocks of the Mt. Shuksan area contain mineral assemblages
and fabrics that indicate regional metamorphic recrystallization.

The

grade of regional metamorphism recorded in Fo-Tr-Tc rocks is different
from that recorded in serpentinite.

However, both rock types have been

similarly recrystallized during post-tectonic thermal metamorphism
adjacent to Tertiary stocks (Lake Ann Stock and Chilliwack Batholith
mostly).

Regional Metamorphism
A regional metamorphic mineral assemblage of forsterite + tremolite +
talc + antigorite is characteristic of Fo-Tr-Tc rock and indicates
metamoprhism at conditions of the amphibolite facies l'^500-700°C at 1-7
km) following the work of Evans U977; Figure 23).
the metamorphic mineral

Serpentinite displays

assemblage antigorite + cal cite or antigorite +

dolomite suggesting recrystal 1 ization under conditions of blueschist,
greenschist, or upper prehnite-pumpel lyite facies ('\<300-500°C at 1-7 kb;
Evans, 1977; Figure 23).
The distinctly different metamorphic grades recorded in Fo-Tr-Tc rock
vs. serpentinite is reflected in a plot of phases prsent in each of these
rock units on a graph of temperature (T) vs. mole fraction CO2 (X(^q ) of
metamorphic fluids (Figure 24).

The T vs. Xqq

diagram also il lustates

that serpentinite recrystallized at a temperature less than 500°C whereas
Fo-Tr-Tc rock recrystallized at a temperature greater than 500°C.

Data

shown in this diagram (Figure 24) are for conditions at 2000 bars total
pressure.

Actual total pressure during metamorphism of ultramafic rocks

in the Mt. Shuksan area may have been greater; phase boundaries shown in
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Figure 24 would plot at slightly higher temperatures with an increase in
pressure.
Fluids present during metamorphism of serpentinite contained some
amount of CO2 as indicated by the presence of carbonate-bearing mineral
assemblages.

Dolomite + antigorite and calcite + antigorite assemblages

indicate an Xpn value up to 0.14.
A talc + magnesite assemblage
2
(verified by X-ray diffraction analysis), such as is present in specimen
no. 27, forms in the presence of a fluid phase with higher Xqq^ values
than antigorite + other carbonate assemblages (Figure 24).

Therefore, at

any given temperature (below '^500°C) Xqq^ increases from calcite to
dolomite to magnesite assemblages (Evans, 1977).
The amount of CO2 in the fluid phase during metamorphism of Fo-Tr-Tc
rock is less clear.

The mineral assemblage forsterite + tremolite + talc

is stable under a wide range of Xqq conditions (Figure 24).

However, the

assembl age forsterite + tremol ite + antigorite forms only when Xpg^ is
less than 0.14.

Since Fo-Tr-Tc rocks from the Mt. Shuksan area bear the

common mineral assemblage Fo+Tr+Tc + A, and all samples studied are
petrographical ly similar, then it is suggested that all rocks were
metamorphosed under conditions of Xqq^<0.14.

Thermal Metamorphism
A post-kinematic thermal metamorphism is recorded as overprint
textures in many, but not all, ultramafic rocks studied.

Minerals that

are inferred to have crystallized in a static environment, and therefore
are interpreted as being produced by thermal metamorphism,
distinguished by one or more of the following criteria:

are

(1) occurrence in

radiating habits or as randomly oriented grains, (2) occurrence as massive
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overgrowths replacing regional metamorphic minerals, or (3) occurrence in
veins.

Where present, the degree of thermal metamorphism ranges from

incipient recrystal 1ization to nearly total obliteration of regional meta
morphic fabric by growth of minerals such as talc, minor olivine, and rare
anthophyl 1 ite.

Rocks exhibiting the largest amount of thermal metamorphic

effects occur closest to the Lake Ann Stock.
Some Fo-Tr-Tc rocks contain the following contact metamorphic
minerals:

talc, tremolite, rare olivine, antigorite, and calcite(?).

minor calcitei?) occurs in veins.
grains.

The

Talc forms randomly oriented, feathery

Tremolite occurs in cross-cutting veins and in coarse tabular

grains that have a fibrous appearance.

One sample (no. 117) contains

neocrystalline olivine, distinguished from regional metamorphic olivine by
crystal habit; it comprises xenoblastic, very fine-grained radiating
aggregates whereas regional metamorphic olivine is medium- to coarse
grained and granoblastic to mildly foliated.

Some antigorite (sample no.

97) has annealed sheared ol ivine grains; thus indicating post-tectonic
thermal crystallization.

Minerals present suggest a thermal metamorphic

temperature between 500-800°C (Figure 23). Textural evidence given above
further suggests that the thermal event occurred at a shallow depth.
Thermal metamorphic effects in serpentinite are much less pronounced
than in Fo-Tr-Tc rock (possibly due to their occurrence away from the Lake
Ann Stock).

Minerals possibly produced by thermal metamorphism of

serpentinite include calcite, dolomite, talc, and minor antigorite.

Talc

and dolomite (verified by X-ray diffraction analysis) occur in veins that
are subparallel to rock foliation where present.
minor recrystallization locally.

Antigorite shows some
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Origin of Serpentinite and Associated^?) Rocks
The precise origin of serpentinite and associated(?) rocks in the
study area is difficult to ascertain because all lithologies that are
possibly related occur as monolithic tectonic slivers.

If it is assumed

that the various serpentinite and related(?) lithologies are derived from
the same geologic setting, then elucidation of this setting may be
possible.

Lithologies under discussion include:

^1) carbonate-

serpentinite; (2) talc-carbonate rock; (3) steatite or talc-rich lenses;
and ^4) tremolite schist.

Talc-carbonate veins also may be related.

Collectively, these rock types are comparable to those that define litho
logic zones in verde antique deposits (Figure 25) from the Roxbury
District, Vermont (Jahns, 1967).

Similar lithologic associations are also

described in ophiocarbonates from the Alps (Trommsdorf and Evans,

1977).

The geologic setting for both rocks of verde antique deposits and
ophiocarbonates is similar; disparate lithologic zones are created from
metamorphism of silicic (conmonly) country rock and serpentinite which was
tectonically emplaced prior to the metamorphism.

Tremolite schist

represents blackwal 1 rock formed from metasomatic diffusion reactions
between dolomitic country rocks and subordinate serpentinite (Jahns,
1967).

Similarly, the talc-rich (steatite) and talc-carbonate rocks are

products of steatitization during regional metamorphism of serpentinite
and country rock.

This process involves CO2 metasomatism and metamorphic

differentiation across rocks of markedly different chemical composition
(Jahns, 1967).

The occurrence of a talc-magnesite rock in the Mt. Shuksan

area suggests that such a CO2 metasomatism did effect the ultramafic rocks
(see Metamorphic Conditions section).

Therefore,

serpentinite and

associated(?) rocks possibly may be a dismembered ophiocarbonate or verde
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FIGURE 25.

Schematic diagram of lithologic zones in verde antique
deposits, Roxbury District, Vermont. Diagram is from
Jahns (1967).
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antique-type deposit as suggested by the simi1arity of lithologies to
those types of deposits and the close spatial association of these
monolithic tectonic slices.
Origin as a verde antique-type deposit requires emplacement of
serpentinite into country rocks prior to regional metamorphism.

Mineral

assemblages in serpentinite place temperature restraints on metamorphism
to be less than

500°C ^previously discussed). This temperature of meta

morphism is possibly compatible with prehnite-pumpellyite facies regional
metamorphism recorded in rocks of the Chilliwack Group.

If rocks of the

Chilliwack Group served as host rocks during metamorphism of serpentinite,
then serpentinite and the original

lithologic zones must have been

tectonically shuffled after metamorphism.

The present occurrence of

serpentinite and associated^?) rocks as tectonic slices requires this.
This interpretation iChilliwack Group as host rock) is tenuous because the
metamorphism may have been synchronous with the major faulting that
possibly created the tectonic slices iMisch, 1966, 1976).
Possibly a more tenable interpretation is that the Vedder Complex
served as the host rock.

Three facts support this interpretation:

^l)

some tectonic slices of Vedder Complex contain layers of tremolite schist
(blackwall); (2) the metamorphic conditions of the Vedder Complex (400500°C at 6 to 8 kbars; Rady, 1980; Brown and others, 1981) are compatible
with the grade of metamorphism registered in serpentinite; and (3) serpen
tinite (and associated(?) rocks) and rocks of the Vedder Complex occur in
the same portion of the study area, possibly within a large tectonic
fragment of the Haystack unit of Cruver (1983).

In addition, metamorphism

of the Vedder Complex (Permian and/or Traissic time), which possibly
formed the verde antique deposit, predates the mid- to late Cretaceous
faulting which may have dismembered it.
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Origin of the Forsterite-Tremolite-Talc Rock
The protolith of Fo-Tr-Tc rock from the Mt. Shuksan area is alpinetype peridotite ^see Petrography section) similar to that described from
worldwide localities iRaleigh,

1965; Wyllie,

1967;

1972; Trommsdorf and Evans, 1974; and many others).

Jackson and Thayer,
It is widely accepted

that alpine peridotite originates at depth, in the upper mantle, and is
emplaced in the solid state into shallower levels of orogenic belts.
Alpine peridotites can originate either below ocean crust or beneath
continental crust.

Many workers infer a subocean crust setting for origin

of alpine peridotite (Bailey and others, 1970; Coleman, 1971; Medaris,
1972; Moores,

1973).

According to this type of model, mantle peridotite

is emplaced into ocean crust in regions of mantle upwelling (eg. at mid
ocean ridges).

The peridotite is then transported as part of spreading

ocean crust to continental edges where it is imbricated along continental
margins.

Fo-Tr-Tc rock of the Mt. Shuksan area possibly experienced a

similar tectonic history.

Similar alpine peridotite that is exposed in

other localities in northwestern Washington are considered to be parts of
dismembered ophiolites of oceanic origin.
Ingalls Mafic-Ultramafic Complex (Miller,

Among these occurrences are the
1977) in the central Cascades,

the Fidalgo ophiolite (Brown, 1977a) of Fidalgo Island, and Jurassic
ophiolite which occurs at localities scattered over a wide area of
northwestern Washington

(Vance

and others,

1980;

Whetten,

1980).

Amphibolite facies metamorphism of the Jurassic ophiolite is interpreted
by Vance and others (1980) as the product of dynamothermal metamorphism
along active transform faults between ridge segments of an active
spreading system in an ocean basin.
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Alternately, the Fo-Tr-Tc rock may be a "root zone" peridotite; i.e.
slices of subcontinental mantle that have been squeezed upward to shallow
depths along major crustal

breaks as in the Appalachian core (Larrabee,

1966; Laurent, 1977; Williams and Tal kington, 1977), in western A1 aska
(Patton and others,

1977) and in the Alps (O'Hara and Mercy,

1963).

Ultramafic rocks in the Shuksan fault zone are interpreted by Misch (1966,
1980) to be of the "root zone" type.

He suggests that rocks of the Yellow

Aster Complex, prior to mid-Cretaceous major orogenic activity,
consistituted a regional continental basement and the ultramafic rocks
represent fragments of the upper mantle from below that basement.

The

Cretaceus orogeny has thoroughly disrupted rocks of the Yellow Aster
Complex so that presently they occur only as tectonic fragments in fault
zones.

Therefore,

little can be said of the pre-orogenic setting of the

Yellow Aster Complex and determination of the primary tectonic relation
ship of it with the ultramafic rocks is problematical.
If a primary tectonic relationship did exist between rocks of the
Yellow Aster Complex and the ultramafic rocks,

than an alternate

geotectonic setting than that envisioned by Misch (1966, 1980; i.e. other
than as continental basement) is possible.

Rocks of the Yellow Aster

Complex may have constituted a basement complex beneath an island arc
assemblage of rocks (Chilliwack Group?).
by the data of the present study.

Such a setting is not precluded

An assemblage of rocks which includes

the ultramafic rocks and spatially associated lithologies of the Chilli
wack Group, if considered as being genetically related, resembles an
ophiolite that has been fragmented.

Lithologies present that are possibly

of ophiolite affinity include Fo-Tr-Tc rock (harzburgite and dunite protoliths), metamorphosed hornblende gabbro of uncertain affinity, meta-ribbon
chert interbedded with minor argillite (Chilliwack Group), and meta-pillow
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basalt (Chilliwack Group).

The fundamental components of an ophiolite are

represented by the above litihologies except for sheeted dikes which
classically are included in the definition of ophiolite (Coleman,

1977).

The meta-hornblende gabbro (sample nos. 280, 283 and 286) has a gneissose
structure defined mesoscopical ly by green amphibole layers and white
plagioclase layers.

The meta-hornblende gabbro occurs in the fault zone

of the klippe on the west side of Shuksan Creek at location ^ (Plate I) on
hill 5125.

An exposed contact of this meta-gabbro (sample no. 283) with

ultramafic rock (sample no. 284) appears to be conformable or is a wellannealed fault contact; the attitudes of foliation in each rock unit and
the contact are mutual ly paral lei.

Whether this contact represents an

exhumed Mohorovicic discontinuity is highly uncertain.
Also of an uncertain nature is the setting of amphibolite facies
metamorphism of the peridotite protolith that produced the Fo-Tr-Tc rock.
The fol lowing discussion of a possible setting focuses on a comparison
with well-studied alpine peridotite that occurs in the Carrington and
Sultan zones (DSZ) (Dungan,
others, 1980).

1974; Vance and Dungan, 1977; Vance and

Briefly, peridotite (most harzburgite) of the DSZ was

produced by deserpentinization at or near the earth's surface during
thermal metamorphism of serpentinite (Dungan, 1974).

The thermal meta

morphism was caused by intrusion of Tertiary stocks (Dungan,

1974).

The

peridotite thus produced bears the same metamorphic mineral assemblage,
01

iVine + tremolite + talc + antigorite, as is found in ultramafic rock

from this study.

Dungan (1974) interprets this mineral assemblage as

forming at amphibolite facies conditions as is inferred for Fo-Tr-Tc rock
in this study.

Mineral compositions and textures are similar between

ultramafic rocks of this study area and the DSZ (previously discussed in
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the Petrography section).

Further,

layered Fo-Tr-Tc rock mesoscopical ly

is virtually identical to ultramafic rock which Dungan 11974) reports is
layered peridotite hornfels from the Sultan basin area.
However, a setting of shallow contact metamorphism is not adopted
here as some important differences exist between ultramafic rock from the
Mt. Shuksan area and that from the DSZ.

ll) Forsterite analyzed for

peridotite of the DSZ is variable in composition ^Vance and Dungan, 1977).
This variability,

according to Vance and Dungan

(1977),

reflects

compositional heterogeneities of the parent serpentinite. Forsterite
grains analyzed in this study have nearly the same composition.

However,

comparison of compositional trends is poor because the number of grains
analyzed in this study is too low (only two) to be statistically valid.
(2) Sultan basin peridotite contains bastite and cpx-bastite; none was
observed in Fo-Tr-Tc rock from this study.

The disequilibrium assemblage

of bastite (aluminous lizardite) + forsterite suggests derivation of
peridotite from a low-temperature parent rock,
1974).

i.e. serpentinite (Dungan,

Since no bastite was observed in Fo-Tr-Tc rock,

interpretation likely does not apply.

this

(3) The observed primary assemblage

of forsterite + enstatite + Al-rich chromite suggests derivation of Fo-TrTc rock from a high temperature parent (igneous peridotite or high-grade
metamorphosed peridotite);

enstatite is stable ranging from temperatures

greater than 650°C at 1 kbar to greater than 750°C at 8 kbar (see Figure
23) and A1/(A1 + Cr) in spinel increases with increased temeprature of
equilibration (Evans and Frost, 1975).

Therefore, this Fo-Tr-Tc rock

probably did not form by deserpentinization as is interpreted for the DSZ
perdotite (Vance and Dungan, 1977).

In addition, the Fo-Tr-Tc rock was

probably not metamorphosed to amphibolite facies at (or near) the earth's
surface.

Fo-Tr-Tc rock typically exhibits compositional layering, strong
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tectonite fabric, and is imbricated in rocks of the Chilliwack Group that
are only altered to prehnite-pumpellyite facies (note:
date imbrication).

intrusives post

A deep crustal setting for the amphibolite facies

metamorphism is therefore suggested; possibly close to the source of the
high-temperature protolith.

There is not sufficient data to determine

what the precise tectonic environment was for this metamorphism.

Indirect

evidence, which includes the occurrence of tectonic slices which are
possibly of oceanic character (eg. meta-gabbro, meta-pillow basalt,

and

meta-ribbon chert, previously discussed) in association with slices of FoTr-Tc rock, suggests a possible sub-ocean crust origin for the Fo-Tr-Tc
rock where the amphibolite facies metamorphism possibly occurred.
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THE VEDDER COMPLEX
Tectonic slices of medium- to coarse-grained albite-muscovite schist,
hornblende schist and amphibolite are correlated with rocks of similar
petrography and age, termed the Vedder Complex ^Armstrong and others,
1983), which occur as fault slices along the western flank of the North
Cascades.

The basis of this correlation is discussed following

presentation of petrographic and geochronologic data.

Petrology
Mesoscopic Description
Albite-muscovite schist is gray-green on fresh surfaces and contains
a wel 1-developed schistosity.

Schistosity results from the alignment of

muscovite sheets and, to a lesser degree, subparallel "trains" of elongate
albite grains.

Muscovite grains are coarse, up to 3 mm in length; albite

grains occur up to 5 mm in diameter, but typical grain size is 2 mm.

Some

schist specimens contain dark red-brown garnets lup to 0.4 cm in diameter)
that conspicuously disrupt foliation.

Many specimens have thin fractures

(up to 3 mm across) filled with quartz and/or albite.

Nearly all albite-

muscovite schist contains amphibole but it is not apparent mesocopical ly.
Hornblende schist is similar in appearance to albite-muscovite schist
except that it contains a larger amount of amphibole and it is dark green
in color.

Hornblende schist exhibits a medium- to coarse-grained,

foliated texture and contains minor amounts of muscovite in some speci
mens. Amphibole (hornblende + actinolite) constitutes greater than 50
percent of the rock.

Some specimens bear a nearly directionless fabric

(i.e. sample no. 9) and are therefore termed amphibolite.

A strong folia

tion is formed in schistose varieties from subparallel alignment of
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amphibole crystallographic axes.

Some rocks contain thin interstitial

layers of muscovite that help to define the foliation.
muscovite forms finely disseminated flakes.

More commonly,

Muscovite occurs

in

hornblende schist and amphibole in lesser amounts than in albite-muscovite
schist.

Some hornblende schist contains weak compositonal

layering (i.e.

no. 148), where irregular leucocratic layers composed of quartz and albite
[+

minor muscovite) are interspersed with melanocratic layers of amphibole

and lesser amounts of epidote.

Fracture-filling veins identical to those

described for the albite-muscovite schist are common in hornblende schist.

Petrography and Mineral Compositions
Mineral assemblages of the 9 specimens studied are listed in Appendix
A.

A gradation exists in mineralogy from hornblende schist to albite-

muscovite

schist.

All

samples

(except

proportions of hornblende and muscovite.

no.

182)

contain

various

Consequently, the naming of

intermediate lithologies is fairly arbitrary.
Typical fabrics are shown in Figures 26 through 28.

These figures

i 1 1ustrate textures produced during a polyphase deformational history
which is discussed below (see Deformational History section).
Albite
Coarse albite occurs most commonly as xenomorphic porphyrobl asts
(Figure 27).

In amphibole-rich schist, albite intergrown with quartz,

forms discontinuous layers of granoblastic grains.
sutured grain boundaries.

Some grains display mortar texture.

grains are helicitic or, at least, poiki 1 obiastic.
tectonic mineral

Most albite has

foliation,

S^,

Many

A relict or early

is preserved in helicitic albite.

Inclusions are composed of epidote and sphene and lesser amounts of
amphibole.

Most

foliation observed is planar and commonly is parallel
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I-----------------1

FIGURE 26.

mm

Photomicrograph of albite-muscovite schist (90-8), corre
lative with rocks of the Vedder Complex of Armstrong and
others (1982). Note helicitic albite porphyroblast with
included
fabric (= Sj?) and rotated(?) hornblende
(center of photo) with muscovite folded around it. ab =
albite; hb = hornblende; ms = muscovite; o = air bubbles.

1

FIGURE 27.

mm

Photomicrograph of hornblende schist (90-22) with garnet
porphyroblast. Note broken muscovite adjacent to the
upper portion of the garnet grain. Muscovite also is
intergrown in fractured amphibole grain in the upper left
corner of photo. Chlorite and quartz outline relict idiomorphic grain of altered garnet, gt = garnet; ms = musco
vite; am = amphibole; ct = chlorite; dark circle in upper
right corner is air bubble.
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I----------- 1
1

FIGURE 28.

mm

Photomicrograph of hornblende schist (90-148). Horn
blende grain in middle of photo shows characteristic
blue-green color, am = hornblende; ep = epidote; ab =
al bi te
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to the dominant schistosity iSg).
inclined to the Sg.

Not uncommonly, some planar S-j is

Other grains have S^- which is folded by open folds

that are presumably the result of syntectonic rotation of host grains
lalbite and garnet porphyroblasts) during their crystallization.
Chemical analyses ^microprobe) of albite (samples nos. 9 and 22)
indicate nearly pure albite (Abgg to Abg4).

This composition and the

prevalent helicitic textures are indicative of a metamorphic (rather than
a relict igneous) genesis for albite.
Epidote
Epidote forms very fine granules and fine- to medium-grained stubby
prisms.

An earlier generation of epidote is present as inclusions in

garnet and albite grains.
Epidote generally shows first-order pale yellow to red birefringent
colors

suggesting a composition ranging from 30 mol% to

HCa2Fe^‘'’Al2Si30i3 (Troger,

1971).

50 mol%

Two thin sections (specimen nos. 8 and

148) contain two species of epidote:

one has a composition in the range

given above and the other is 'v-es mol% HCa2Fe^‘''Al2Si30]3.
White Mica
Pale green to clear mica is present in amounts of 5-20%.
tent is inversely proportional to amphibole content.

Mica con

In mica-rich rocks,

grains of white mica are moderately coarse (Figure 27) and are intergrown
with synkinematic minerals.

Much mica is concentrated in layers.

The

long dimensions of most individual grains and of layers are subparallel to
a penetrative foliation (Sg).

Mica that occurs in fractures in amphibole

is oriented at high angles to Sg (Figure 27).

Groundmass mica grains are

folded (F2 folds) and some are broken in fold hinges.
Microprobe analyses of white mica in specimens 9 and 22 yielded low
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weight/percent oxide totals ('^3% low).

Nonetheless, chemical data

plotted on a modified AKF diagram following the work of Butler ( 1967)
indicate that the mica is muscovite with approximately 33% phengite
(K(Mg 2AI-|_5)(Si3 gAl 3)0-|q(0H)2) component.

Correction of analyses for

low totals would slightly increase the phengite component.

The pale green

color of this mineral in plane-polarized light is consistent with the
chemical data suggesting a phengite composition.
Chlorite
Chlorite is present in all specimens studied except no. 23.
sample atypical ly contains '''90% amphibole.

This

Much chlorite appears to be

synkinematic with the dominant schistosity; fine to coarse flakes are in
subparallel al ignment wi th other elongate mi nerals (amphibole, minor
muscovite, and some sphene). Retrograde chlorite fills fractured garnets
and forms rims around garnets.

Some chlorite rims are pseudomorphic after

idiomorphic grains of garnet (Figure 27).

Both brown birefringent (Mg)

chlorite and deep blue to violet birefringent (Fe) chlorite occurs in
these rocks.

Although most thin sections contain only one of the types of

chlorite, three thin sections (nos. 8, 9, and 179) contain both types of
chlorite.

Where both types are present, they occur intergrown with one

another and as separate grains.
Microprobe analyses of some chlorites from specimens 9 and 22
indicate a range in composition between pycnochlorite and ripidolite after
the classification scheme of Hey (1954).

Chemical analyses (Table 9) of

two chlorite grains from the same specimen (22) show that chlorite

adjacent to garnet has an Fe^Q^g-]/(Fe^otal

^9)

= .42; and chlorite

away from garnet = .52.
The compositions of chlorite from this study are comparable to
chlorite from rocks of the Vedder Complex on Vedder Mountain (Figure 29).
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TABLE 9.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of chlorite from rocks
correlative with the Vedder Complex, Mt. Shuksan area.
90-9

90-22
away from
garnet

Si02

27.3

27.0

26.6

AI2O3

19.4

18.8

20.7

FeO*

24.7

27.7

22.3

MgO

16.3

14.4

17.5

MnO

.23

.30

CaO

.10

.12

Na20

90-22
adjacent
garnet

n.d.
.10

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

88.03

88.32

87.20

Cationic charge = 28
Si

2.84

2.85

2.76

1.16

1.15

1.24

4.00

4.00

4.00

1.21

1.20

1.30

2.15

2.45

1.94

Mg

2.52

2.27

2.70

Mn

.02

.03

Ca

.01

.01

.01

5.91

5.96

5.95

.46

.52

.42

Al"

Al'"
Fe2*

—

Fe^"^
Mg + Fe^+
* All Fe analyzed as Fe

2+

.
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Garnet
Red-brown garnet porphyroblasts comprise a trace amount to 15% in
three of the thin sections studied.

Garnet is present in greater

abundance in al bite-muscovite schist than in hornblende schist.
grains are subidiob1astic to xenoblastic.

Garnet

Evidence of an idioblastic

shape prior to retrograde metamorphism can be seen in rocks such as that
shown in Figure 27.
garnets.

Helicitic and poiki loblastic textures abound in these

Helicitic grains have inclusions which form a planar foliation

(S^-) that, in some grains, is folded into open folds.

These folds may

have been produced by rotation of garnet synchronous with crystallization
thus producing a snowball structure.
irregularly fractured.

Many garnet porphyrob1asts are

Most fractures are filled with chlorite and/or

albite.
Chemical analyses of one garnet in specimen 22 are shown in Table 10.
Analyses

of garnet from Vedder Mountain schist (Bernardi,

shown for comparison.

1977) are also

Garnet from sample 22 is comparable to garnet from

Vedder Mountain schist in two ways:

(1) both are largely pyralspite with

appreciable grossular component,

and (2) rims of grains

almandine-rich and grossu1ar-poor than cores.
p1otted in Figure 30.

are more

Garnet compositions are

This figure i 1 1 ustrates the close similarity of

garnet composition in schist from this study, Vedder Mountain, and the
Middle Fork of the Nooksack River.
Amphibole
The most distinctive feature of these rocks is the pale blue-green,
pale blue,

or pale green color of amphi boles

in thin section.

Compositional zoning is exhibited in thin section by pale green amphibole
(actinolite?) rims around deep green or blue-green amphibole ^hornblende?)
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FIGURE 29.

z.o
Amesith

Mg.AI^Si^OjOH)

Compositions of chlorite from rocks of the Vedder Complex.
0

= this study; . = Vedder Mtn. (Bernardi, 1977); x =

Groat Mtn. (Rady, 1980).
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TABLE 10.

Chemical analysis (microprobe) of garnet from rocks of the
Vedder Complex.
Mt. Shuksan
90-22
RIM

Mt. Shuksan
90-22
CORE

Vedder Mt.
33-VM24E1

Si02

37.68

37.77

37.69

AI2O3

21.09

21.08

21.71

Ti02

n.d.

.13

.15

FeO*

27.80

26.56

24.50

MgO

1.60

1.35

2.76

MnO

3.03

4.15

3.40

CaO

8.75

9.38

9.28

99.95

100.42

99.49

3.00

3.00

2.99

0.00

0.00

.01

3.00

3.00

3.00

1.98

1.97

2.02

—
1.98

.01

.01

1.98

2.03

.19

.16

.33

1.85

1.76

1.62

Mn

.20

.28

.23

Ca

.75

.80

.79

2.99

3.00

2.97

61.87
6.69
6.35
25.08

58.67
9.33
5.33
26.67

54.75
7.69
10.99
26.57

Cationic Charge = 24
Si
Al"'

Al"
Ti

Mg
r 2+
Fe

Almandine
Spessartine
Pyrope
Grossular

*A11 Fe analyzed as FeO.
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FIGURE 30.

Compositions of garnet from rocks of the Vedder Complex.
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cores.

Many amphiboles (both actinolitic and hornblendic varieties) have

deep blue amphibole (crossite?) on grain terminuses (Figure 31).
Amphibole grain size ranges from
2 mm.

.05 mm to

3 mm but generally is 1 to

Elongate grains are aligned parallel

phyl 1osi1icate minerals,

to one another and to

thus forming a strong schistosity.

Some

amphibole grains are helicitic similar to amphibole from Vedder Mountain
described by Bernardi (1977).
Amphibole content ranges from 5 to
most specimens averaging 30 to 60%.

90% in the schists studied with

Figure 28 shows a typical hornblende-

rich schist whereas Figure 26 shows an albite-muscovite schist with

30%

hornblende.
Microprobe analyses of amphiboles (Table 11) are from two specimens,
nos. 9 and 22.

The chemical data are used in the classification diagram

(Figure 32) of the calcic amphiboles.
fol lowing the work of Leake (1978).

Al 1 nomenclature used herein is

Analyses of amphiboles in rocks of

the Vedder Complex from Vedder Mountain (Bernardi, 1977) and from near
Groat Mountain (Rady,

1980) are included for comparison.

notable bimodal concentration of analyses.

There exists a

A cluster of amphiboles with

Si >7.25 and a grouping with Si <7.0 corresponds with actinolitic composi
tions and hornblendic compositions, respectively.

The data also delineate

a linear compositional trend that varies greatly with respect to Si con
tent (6.36 to 7.81) but is restricted in Mg vs. Fe^'^ content.
All amphibole analyzed in specimens 9 and 22 has a calcic
composition.

Some magnesio-hornblende is close in composition to

barroisite (sensu stricto) but is slightly Na-poor.

Barroisitic amphibole

reported by Rady (1980) from the Middle Fork amphibolite body actually is
magnesio-hornbl ende (Figure 32) with slightly less Na than the barroisite
defined by Leake (1978).
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---------------------------1
0.25 mm

FIGURE 31.

Photomicrograph of Ca-amphibole grains with Na-amphibo1e(?)
(dark blue) grain terminuses. Rock is albite-muscovite
schist (90-179). c-am = Ca-amphibole; n-am = Na-amphibole;
ab = albite; dark circles are air bubbles.
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TABLE 11.

Chemical analyses of amphibole in rocks of the Vedder Complex,
Mt. Shuksan area.
90-9(1)

90-9(2)

90-9(3)

90-22(1)

90-22(2)

Si02

50.74

54.69

56.17

44.36

43.40

AI2O3

6.07

1.96

.27

13.55

15.53

.16

b.d.

b.d.

.40

.48

2.60

2.25

0.00

3.80

4.23

11.80

10.38

13.85

11.08

11.54

MnO

.16

.17

.23

.11

.12

MgO

12.97

15.77

14.66

10.20

9.19

CaO

10.84

11.90

12.32

10.30

10.85

Na20

1.67

.55

n.d.

2.46

1.76

.16

.07

n.d.

.37

.62

97.17

97.74

97.50

96.63

97.72

Ti02
Fe203*
FeO*

K,0
Total

Cationic Charge

= 46; Fe^ + Mg + Mn + A1 + Ti + Si + Fe^ = 13
8.10

6.55

6.36

_

1.45

1.64

8.00

8.10

8.00

8.00

.42

.14

.05

.91

1.04

.02

--

—

.04

.05

.28

.24

0.00

.42

.47

1.44

1.24

1.73

1.37

1.41

Mn

.02

.02

.03

.01

.02

Mg

2.81

3.36

3.15

2.24

2.01

4.99

5.00

4.96

4.99

5.00

7.38

7.81

.62

.19

8.00
Al«
Ti

Si
Al«
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TABLE 11.

Continued.

90-9(1)

A

90-9(2)

90-9(3)

90-22(1)

90-22(2)

Ca

1.69

1.82

1.90

1.63

1.70

Na

.31

.15

0.00

.37

.30

2.00

1.97

1.90

2.00

2.00

Na

.16

0.00

0.00

.33

.21

K

.03

.01

0.00

.07

.12

.19

.01

0.00

.40

.33

(Act)

(Act)

(Act-Hb)

(Mg-Hb)

(Ts-Hb)

b.d. = below detection level
n.d. = none detected
*

= all Fe analyzed as FeO; Fe
stoichiometry given above.

2+ and Fe^^ are

calculated from assumed
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Actinolites plot as pargasite-ferropargasite-magnesiohastingsitehastingsite in Figure 33.

Hornblendes plot as tremolite-ferrotremol ite-

paragasite-ferropargasite in Figure 34.

These two diagrams show that the

amphibole compositions from the three areas under comparison are quite
similar.

There does appear to be a grouping of data points for schist

from Vedder Mountain slightly apart from data points for rocks from the
Middle Fork-Mt.

Shuksan areas.

Amphiboles from the latter areas appear

slightly more Fe-rich.
Other Minerals
Sphene occurs commonly as fine granular masses and rarely as
individual wedge-shaped grains.

Sphene typically is present in amounts of

a trace to 1%; some samples contain up to 10% ^specimen no. 16).

In one

thin section ^specimen no. 9) spehene occurs as rims on rutile grains and
in other thin sections (nos. 16 and 22) as separate grains with coexisting
rutile.
Ruti 1e commonly forms dark-brown cigar-shaped grains, most of which
are fine-grained but some of which are coarse.
isolated grains.

Rutile generally occurs as

Some rutile forms "trains" of xenoblastic fine grains

that are parallel to schistosity.

Sulfide grains are intergrown with, and

commonly form rims around, ruti le grains.

Ruti le does not exceed 1% in

these rocks.
Sulfide mienrals, probably pyrite, occur as euhedral grains in a few
rocks.

Some show partial alteration to goethitei?).

Goethite^?) in other

grains is pseudomorphic after pyrite^?) grains.
Cal cite occurs in segregated patches and, less commonly, in veins.
Some albite grains are partly replaced by calcite.
Apatite is rare (observed in specimen 22 only).

It occurs in
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FIGURE 33. Compositions of actinolite from rocks of the Vedder Complex.
Diagram is after Colville and others,
1966.
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FIGURE 34. Compositions of
hornblende from rocks of the
Vedder Complex. Diagram is v
after Colville and others, ^
1966.
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individual,

extremely fine grains that have high relief and gray

birefringence.

Deformational History
A deformational

history deduced from fabrics observed in thin

sections, relates the formation of microtextures to a chronological order
of deformational

events.

Interpretations are based on standard

petrographic principles iSpry, 1979; Hobbs and others, 1976).
Rocks of this study that are correlated with the Vedder Complex of
Armstrong and others 0983) have undergone a polyphase deformation.
12

lists the postulated deformations,

their effects,

crystal 1 ization sequence of minerals present.
deformation

Table

and the

It should be noted that

is evidenced solely in a helicitic foliation (S^-) that

occurs predominatly in syn-D2 growth garnet and albite porphyroblasts and
also in some amphibole grains.

S-j records a relict penetrative foliation

The penetrative nature of

the

fabric

is

evidenced

by

subparallel alignment of individual S^- among grains throughout a thin
section.

The S-j 1 argely is obi ique to Sg.

the general Sj orientation.

Some S-| fabric is obi ique to

This is best interpreted as post- or 1 ate-

kinemtic (to D2) rotation of host grains after total envelopment of the
Si-

During D2 the dominant schistosity, S2, was formed as were the
helicitic textures.

Some synkinematic

occurred as evidenced by S-shaped

102)

Sj.

rotation of helicitic grains

Possibly during late D2, Na-

amphibole crystallized on the ends of Ca-amphibole grains.

Crystalliza

tion of Na-amphibole after Ca-amphibole may indicate one of three possible
paths of changing pressure and temperature shown in Figure 35.
Alternately,

the change

in oxidation

state of Fe would cause
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TABLE 12.

Synopsis of deformational history of rocks correlative with
the Vedder Complex, Mt. Shuksan area.

Minerals
Crystallized

Relative
Aqe

Deformation

Oldest

“i

Planar

^2

S schistosity = $2
Major synkinematic'^crystal
growth.
Formation of helicitic
textures.
Rotation of helicitic porphyroblasts = snowball structures.

Ca-amph, albite,
quartz, garnet,
muscovite,
chlorite, sphene
epidote, rutile

Late-kinematic rims on
synkinematic grains(?)

Na-amph on
Ca-amph, sphene
on rutile

Very open folds = F,.
Fracturing of garnet porphyroblasts.
Retrogressive crystallization.

Chlorite in
fractures

Fracturing of rock.
Crystallization of fracture
filling minerals.

Albite, chlorite
cal cite

late D2(?)

“a

Youngest

post-D^

Texture Produced
folidation = Sj

Epidote,
albite, sphene,
Ca-amph?
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TEMPERATURE, “G

FIGURE 35.

Possible paths of retrogressive metamorphism for rocks
of the Vedder Complex in the Mt. Shuksan area. Paths
are based solely on crystallization of Na-amphibole
(rims) after Ca-amphibole (cores). Path X: decrease
at constant P; Path Y: increase P at constant T; and
Path Z: decrease T with increase in P. Crossite
reaction line is from Brown (1978). Al2Si0g polymorph
lines are from Holdaway (1971).
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crystallization of crossite rather than Ca-amphibole (for discussion see
Misch, 1959; Brown, 1977b).
Post-kinemaic open folding occurred during deformation D3
accompanied by fracturing of garnet porphyroblasts

and subsequent

retrogressive crystallization of chlorite in fractures.
A post-03 event of brittle nature resulted in further fracturing of
the rock and fi

1 1

ing of fractures with a 1 bite, cal cite, and additional

chlorite.

Occurrence and Contact Relations
A1 1 rocks of the Vedder Complex in the present study area occur as
tectonic slices in the Shuksan thrust fault zone south of Hacker Creek
(Plate I).

Tectonic slices of the Vedder Complex are surrounded by rocks

mapped as the Chilliwack Group by Misch (1966) but which here are corre
lated with the Haystack Mountain unit of Cruver (1982; see Haystack
Mountain Unit section for discussion).

Slices of Vedder Complex are also

spatially associated with serpentinite fragments (Plate I) that are imbri
cated within the same host unit.

A1 1 contacts of the si ices of Vedder

Complex with the surrounding rock unit are covered but the difference in
metamorphic grade between the two units indicates that the contacts are
faults.

Metamorphic Grade
Albite-muscovite schist and hornblende schist exhibit the following
common mineral assemblage:
albite + quartz + white mica + chlorite + Mg-hornbl ende + sphere +
actinole + garnet + rutile ± calcite + sulfides
This assemblage is consistent with those in rocks of the Vedder Complex
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from Vedder Mountain (Bernardi,

1977), from near Groat Mountain and from

the Middle Fork amphibolite body iRady,

1980).

Constraints on pressure

and temperature of metamorphism of the Vedder Complex have been previously
outlined by Bernardi U977), Rady (1980), Brown and others (1981) and
Armstrong and others (1983).
following:

Briefly, these constraints include the

(1) the only feldspar species present is albite,

indicating

low-temperature metamorphism; (2) absence of biotite indicates crystalli
zation below the biotite-in isograd, (3) the presence of almandine-rich
garnet at a lower grade than biotite suggests high pressure metamorphism
(Banno, 1964; Black, 1977), and (4) Na-rich compositions of amphibole
(approaching barroisite) indicates metamorphism in low-grade epidoteamphibolite facies transitional
(Miyashiro,

to the

glaucophane

schist facies

1978).

Consideration of the above constraints requires the conditions of
metamorphism to be in the range of 400 to 500°C at 6 to 8 kbars (Rady,
1980; Brown and others, 1981).

Geochronometry
Ratiometric ages were determined by R. L. Armstrong at the University
of British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.

Table 13 shows radiometric ages

obtained on sample no 8 of coarse-grained al bite-muscovite schist from
just north of Baker Lake (see Plate II).
this sample is 274 + 9 Ma.

A K/Ar date on muscovite from

A Rb/Sr date of 273 + 6 Ma based on a

composite muscovite-whole-rock isochron (Figure 36) is in excellent
agreement with the K/Ar date.

These data strongly suggest metamorphism of

the albite-muscovite schist in early Permian time (Wo 1fcampian).
protolith age is not much greater than the age of metamorphism,

The
as
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TABLE 13.

Radiometric ages of some rocks of the Vedder Complex.
Analyses of 90-8 were done by R. L. Armstrong, University
of British Columbia. Data for other samples are from
Armstrong and others (1983).
Rb-Sr
K-Ar
Date (Ma) Date (Ma)

Sample

Location

Material
Dated

90-8

Baker Lake area

Muscovite

90-8

Baker Lake area

Whole Rock

33VM22C

Vedder Mountain

Muscovite

238±8

33VM24B

Vedder Mountain

Hornblende

244±10

Baker 10-B

Groat Ridge-Grouse Ridge

Whole Rock

219±9

NR-311

Middle Fork, Nooksack R.

Muscovite/
Whole Rock

277±9

285±14

NR-311

Middle Fork, Nooksack R.

Horblende/
Whole Rock

279±9

229±50

274±9
273±6
253±10

no

FIGURE 36.

Plot of 90-8 Rb/Sr data on Rb-Sr isochron diagram for
rocks of the Vedder Complex (after Armstrong and others,
1983). Solid symbols are whole rock; open symbols are
associated mineral separates (Table 13). ^ = Vedder
Mtn.; • = Groat Mtn.; ■ = Middle Fork; ^ = Mt. Shuksan
area, sample 90-8. Note: 90-8 muscovite separate plots
off diagram to right due to high Rb.

m
indicated by Rb/Sr whole rock data Oow present-day Sr isotopic ratios),
and therefore probably is Carboniferous ^Armstrong and others, 1983).
Also shown on Table 13 are dates for comparison from the type
locality of the Vedder Complex on Vedder Mountain and from the Middle Fork
amphibolite body and Groat Mountain schist (Rady, 1980).

These dates

range from 219 + 9 IK/Ar whole rock) to 285 + 14 (Rb/Sr) Ma.

Basis for Correlation with Rocks of the Vedder Complex
Correlation of rocks from this study with those designated as the
Vedder Complex by Armstrong and others (1983) is based on several lines of
evidence.

The most obvious 1 ink with rocks of the Vedder Complex is in

their astonishing petrologic similarity.

Comparable rock types include

albite-muscovite schist, amphibole schist, and amphibolite.

Textures

exhibited by schist of this study are virtually identical to those in
rocks on Vedder Mountain described by Bernardi (1977).

The foremost

textural similarity, after presence of a good schistosity, is the common
occurrence of helicitic (and/or snowball) textures in albite and in garnet
porphyroblasts.
The mineralogy of rocks from this study is also correlative with
rocks of the Vedder Complex.

Mineral assemblages present are comparable,

as are compositions of various mineral phases present (see Petrography
section), to those from rocks on Vedder Mountain reported by Bernardi
(1977).

The most striking mineralogical similarity is the occurrence of

barroisitic-looking (pale blue-green) amphiboles.
appears comparable.

Metamorphic grade also

Schist of this study is albite-epidote amphibolite

facies grade of regional metamorphism, consistent with the metamorphic
grade of Vedder Complex rocks (Brown and others, 1981; Armstrong and
others (1983).
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The final evidence for correlation is the mode of occurrence as
tectonic fragments.

Coarse schists mapped in this study occur as tectonic

slices in the Shuksan thrust fault zone.

This type of setting is directly

analogous to fragments of schist correlative with the Vedder Complex that
are imbricated with rocks of the Chilliwack Group in fault zones near
Groat Mountain and along the Middle Fork of the Nooksack River ^Rady,
1980), and in fault zones adjacenet to Twin Sisters Mountain (Frasse,
1981; Blackwell, 1983).
The above comparisons overwhelmingly support correlation of albitemuscovite schist and hornblende schist from this study with rocks of the
Vedder Complex as defined by Armstrong and others (1983).
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BAKER LAKE BLUESCHIST
A blueschist of uncertain affinity occurs just to the north of Baker
Lake (Plate I).

It occurs within an area that is approximately 50 x 300 m

and which is elongate NNW to SSE.

The blueschist is surrounded by rocks

tentatively correlated with the Haystack Mountain Unit of Cruver (1983;
see Haystack Mountain Unit section). The difference in metamorphic grade
(blueschist facies) from that registered in surrounding rocks (prehnitepumpellyite facies) indicates occurrence of the blueschist as a tectonic
slice.

The contacts of blueschist with adjacent country rock are not well

exposed.

Where visible, some blueschist tectonically blends almost

imperceptibly into surrounding lithologies and in other places is imbri
cated with meta-chert along sharp, anastomosing fault contacts.

For the

purpose of this study this blueschist is informally termed the Baker Lake
blueschist.

Mesoscopic Description
The Baker Lake blueschist ranges in color on fresh surfaces from
grayish-blue to dusky yel low-green.
amphibole than green varieties.
foliation (Figure 37).

Blue varieties are richer in Na-

The rocks display a very strong planar

Some varition in degree of schistosity exists.

Schistosity locally is accentuated by carbonate layers that generally are
less than 5 mm thick.

Schistosity rarely is folded into open folds

(Figure 38).

Petrography and Mineral Compositions
Mineral assemblages of five specimens of blueschist are listed in
Appendix A.

The common assemblage is:

lawsonite + crossite + albite +

FIGURE 37.

Baker Lake blueschist exhibiting compositional layering
parallel to strong, planar foliation. Coin is a quarter.
Outcrop is located approximately 50 m upstream of sample
locality no. 3.
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Figure 38.

Closeup of outcrop in Figure 37. Note open F£ folds
accentuated by thin blue layers of crossite. Attitude
of $1 foliation = N39°W46°NE. F2 axial planes have an
attitude = N16°W710NE with fold axes plunging N16°W230.
View of outcrop is facing north.
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chlorite + sphene + calcite + quartz + Na-pyroxene + sulfide.
minor constituent.

Quartz is a

Pumpel lyite is present but constitutes only a few

grains in two of the thin sections studied.

The most distinctive micro

scopic feature of the blueschist is the occurrence of crossite as blue,
mostly cryptocrystalline "smears" or thin layers ^Figure 39).

These thin

layers of crossite are interspersed with layers of stubby prisms of
lawsonite, albite with carbonate overgrowths, and thin sphene layers.
parallel alignment of mineral

The

layers forms a penetrative foliation, Sp

In most specimens, cataclasis parallel to

has formed a fluxion struc

ture with tectonic clasts of albite ^+ lawsonite?).

Microfaults at high

angles to Sj show minimal displacements of the S^.
Lawsonite has moderately high relief, straw-yel low birefringent
color, and is length-fast.

Stubby prisms are subparal lei to

abundant in thin section ^Figure 40).

and are

Chemical analyses ^Table 14) verify

optical identification of lawsonite.
Crossite is blue in thin section and mostly cryptocrystal line but
some microcrystalline needles are present.
anastomosing "streaks" parallel to
fine patches.

Crossite occurs as

or, where less abundant, as subdued

Chlorite and Na-pyroxene are commonly intergrown with

crossite.

Identification of crossite is based on chemical data shown in

Table 15.

The chemical data indicate crossite composition of amphibole

after nomenclature of Leake ^1978).
Albite is abundant as equigranular xenoblastic grains.
grains are coated almost entirely by calcite.

Most albite

Microprobe data ^Table 16)

indicate pure albite ^Abj^gg) is present.
Ch 1 orite flakes general ly are subparal lei to

Chemical data

^Table 17) indicate a relatively Fe-rich composition; Fe^/^Fe^ + Mg) =
0.40.

This composition indicates pycnochlorite species according to the

FIGURE 39.

Photomicrograph (plane-polarized light) of Baker Lake
blueschist, sample no. 90-3. Note tectonite fabric,
ab = albite; am = crossite; ct = chlorite; cc = carbo
nates: calcite + lesser aragonite.
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I------------------------- 1
0.25 mm
FIGURE 40.

Photomicrograph (crossed-nicols) of Baker Lake blueschist,
sample no. 90-118, showing typical stubby prisms of lawsonite. ab = albite; cc = calcite; 1w = lawsonite. Opaque
appearing to dark brown interstitial mineral = sphene.

TABLE 14.

Microprobe analysis of lawsonite in Baker Lake blueschist,
Mt. Shuksan area.

90-3
Si02

37.40

AI2O3

30.48

Ti02

.12

FeO*

1.69

CaO

18.22
87.91

Cationic charge = 16
Si

2.0

A1

1.92

Ti

.01

c 2+
Fe

.08

Ca

1.04

♦All Fe analyzed as FeO.
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TA^LE 15.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of amphiboles from the Baker
Lake blueschist, Mt. Shuksan area. All analyses are from
sample no. 90-3.
1

2

3

4

5

6

54.51

52.17

50.87

53.65

52.55

52.33

AI2O3

7.46

10.41

10.06

7.34

10.66

8.63

Ti02

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

.14

n.d.

n.d.

10.96

14.53

7.14

12.61

.98

12.99

8.06

2.73

10.39

6.70

13.63

5.60

MnO

.21

.25

.29

.15

.13

.18

MgO

8.60

9.16

9.65

8.54

7.69

8.88

CaO

1.47

1.19

1.51

1.27

5.15

1.50

Na20

5.79

4.94

4.36

5.49

3.72

5.60

K2O

n.d.

.89

.85

n.d.

n.d.

.23

H2O

2.11

2.11

2.05

2.08

2.05

2.08

99.17

98.38

97.17

97.97

96.56

98.02

Si02

FeO*

Cationic charge =

46; Fe^ + Mg

+ Mn + A1

_ Ti + Fe^ = 13

7.76

7.41

7.44

7.72

7.69

7.53

.24

.59

.56

.28

.31

.47

8.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

1.01

1.15

1.17

.96

1.53

.99

—

—

—

1.17

1.55

.79

1.36

.11

1.41

.96

.32

1.27

.81

1.66

.67

Mn

.02

.03

.04

.02

.02

.02

Mg

1.83

1.94

2.10

1.83

1.68

1.90

4.99

4.99

5.37

5.00

5.00

4.99

Si
All''

Oct. Al''^
Ti
Fe^
"1-3 F®'

.02

—

—
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TABLE 15.

Continued.

1

2

3

4

5

6

M4 Ca

.22

.18

.24

.20

.81

.23

Na

1.60

1.36

1.24

1.53

1.06

1.56

1.82

1.54

1.48

1.73

1.87

1.79

A

Na
K

0

__

0

0

0

.16

.15

.16

.15

0

0

—

—

0

0

*

All Fe analyzed as FeO. Partitioning of Fe into Fe
calculated from assumed stoiciometry given above.

n.d.

Not detected.

2

0

.04
.04

and Fe

3 .
is
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TABLE 16.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of albite in Baker Lake
blueschist, Mt. Shuksan area.
90-3

90-3

Si02

69.16

68.93

AI2O3

19.69

19.79

Na20

11.58

11.41

CaO

n.d.

n.d.

K2O

n.d.

n.d.

.11

.16

100.54

100.29

FeO*

Cationic charge = 16
Si

3.00

3.00

A1

1.01

1.01

Na

.97

.96

Ca

--

—

--

--

#

.01

K
c 2+
Fe

100.0

Ab

100.0

An

0

0

Or

0

0

•k

All Fe analyzed as FeO.

n.d.

Not detected.

#

Value less than .01.
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TABLE 17.

Chemical analysis (microprobe) of chlorite in Baker Lake
blueschist, Mt. Shuksan area.

90-3
Si02

29.08

AI2O3

17.06

FeO*

22.05

MgO

18.81

MnO

.42

CaO

.13
n.d.

Na20

87.55
Cationic charge = 28
Si

3.00

Al"'

1.00

4.00
Al”

1.08
1.90

Mg

2.90

Mn

.04

Ca

.01

Na

—
5.93

Fe^'^/(Fe^'^ + Mg)

*A11 Fe analyzed as FeO.

.40
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classification scheme of Hey (1954).
Na-pyroxene occurs in most of the thin sections studied.
shows a coarse, but otherwise typical, pyroxene grain.

Figure 41

Yellow-green

grains are length-fast, have birefringence ranging from 0.012 to 0.025,
extinction angles less than 4°, and show two cleavages which intersect at
'x.gO®.

Optical data indicate aegirine-augite ^Trbger, 1971).

Chemical

data (Table 18) indicate a chloromelanite composition (Figure 42).

These

chloromelanites range in composition from 20 to 30% jadeite component.
Some questionable chloromelanite forms brown (plane-polarized light),
extremely fine-grained mats of feathery grains.

Under high-power

magnification, grains are barely discernable and have a yellowish-green
color in plane-polarized light.

Where elongate grains can be

distinguished, they all appear to be length-fast.
are filled by crossite,

lawsonite, chlorite,

Fractures in these mats

and quartz.

Possibly some

fine-grained lawsonite is intergrown with chloromelanite contributing to
the brownish color.

Alternately,

these mats could possibly be epidote.

They are too fine-grained to identify optically.

No epidote was detected

by whole rock X-ray analysis but this could be due to the small volume of
material in the mats.
Sphene is present in al 1 thin sections as very fine granules that
delineate an

lineation parallel to

Cal cite is overgrown on albite grains.

Also some aragonite possibly

is present, as suggested by X-ray diffraction patterns.
Quartz is a minor constituent in blueschist.

It occupies some

fractures and is intergrown with albite in leucocratic layers.
Pumpel lyite in specimen nos. 3 and 202 is pseudomorphic after relict
sedimentary or tectonic clasts.

It occurs in trace amounts and does not
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I---------------------

0.5 mm

FIGURE 41.

Photomicrograph (plane-polarized light) of a very coarse
chloromelanite in Baker Lake blueschist, sample no. 90-28.
ab = albite; cc = calcite (+ aragonite); cm = chloro
melanite; sp = sphene.
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TABLE 18.

Chemical analyses (microprobe) of pyroxenes from Baker Lake
blueschist, Mt. Shuksan area.
90-3(1)

90-3(2)

90-3(3)

90-3(4)

90-3(5)

Si02

52.93

53.31

53.90

53.19

53.11

AI2O3

6.20

5.29

6.75

5.98

5.64

Ti02

_

.61

.40

.35

.45

.38

Fe203*

17.72

17.97

16.09

17.74

17.29

FeO*

1.14

1.88

3.99

1.43

1.78

MnO

n.d.

.12

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

MgO

2.16

3.01

2.25

2.82

2.83

CaO

5.10

6.11

5.35

5.70

5.93

Na20

10.96

10.51

10.60

10.83

10.44

98.83

98.60

99.28

98.14

97.40

Cationic charge = 12
Si

2.00

1.99

2.00

1.99

2.00

0

.01

0

.01

0

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

.28

.22

.29

.25

.25

.02

.01

.01

.01

.01

.53

.53

.47

.52

.51

.04

.06

.13

.05

.06

Mn

—

#

—

—

—

Mg

.12

.17

.12

.16

.16

.99

.99

1.02

.99

.99

Al"'

Al”
Ti
Fe^*
Fe^*
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TABLE 18.

Continued.

90-3(1)

90-3(2)

90-3(3)

90-3(4)

90r3(5)

Ca

.21

.24

.21

.23

.24

Na

.80

.76

.76

.78

.76

1.01

1.00

.97

1.01

1.00

Jd

27.2

22.5

30.1

25.1

25.0

Ac

52.3

53.2

48.1

52.4

51.1

Di + He

20.5

24.3

21.8

22.5

23.9

FeO.

*

All Fe analyzed as

#

Value less than .01.

n.d.

Not detected.

Fe^ calculated as Fe^ = Na - A1; Fe^ =
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Ac

+

He

FIGURE 42.

Distribution of Na-pyroxenes from Baker Lake blueschist
(sample no. 90-3). Ac = acmite; Jd = jadeite; Di + He =
diopside + hedenbergite. Diagram is from Essene and
Fyfe (1967).
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appear to be in equilibrium with blueschist facies minerals.

The pseudo-

morphic texture suggests that crystallization of pumpellyite is retro
gressive to the blueschist event.

Deep green pleochroism indicates that

Fe-pumpellyite is present ^Troger, 1971).
Accessory minerals include sulfide, which probably is pyrite, and
muscovite in specimen 3.

Metamorphic Conditions
The conditions of metamorphism of the Baker Lake blueschist are
constrained by the stabilities of minerals in the key assemblage lawsonite
+ crossite + ch 1 oromelanite.

Reaction curves for these key phases are

plotted on a pressure vs. temperture diagram (Figure 43).

Presumably, the

metamorphism that produced the key assemblage was in the field of
aragonite stability and nearly all aragonite has retrogressively reverted
to calcite.

Identification of some possible aragonite by X-ray

diffraction analysis is suggestive of this.

The coexistence of lawsonite

+ crossite with chioromelanite which has as much as 30% jadeite component,
indicates a maximum possible temperature and pressure of metamorphism =
250°C at 6.5 kbars; this is the point of intersection of the albite =
jadeite (30) + quartz curve and lawsonite + Na-amphibolite = epidote curve
(Figure 43).

For assemblages that contain chioromelanite with only 20%

jadeite component, the temperature and pressure might possibly be as low
as 200°C at 5 kbars;

the approximate point of intersection of the

aragonite = calcite curve and the albite = jadeite (20) + quartz curve
(Figure 43).

Comparison with Other Blueschists of the North Cascades
Baker Lake blueschist does not appear petrographical ly similar to
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other recognized high pressure, low temperature rock units that occur
elsewhere in the North Cascades.

The very strong tectonite fabric and

extremely fine-grained texture displayed by the Baker Lake blueschist is
unlike fabrics and textures of these other rock units.

In addition, the

metamorphic mineral assemblages and mineral compositions are not similar.
For these reasons, the Baker Lake blueschist cannot be correlated with
other known high pressure rock units of the western North Cascades.
Detailed comparisions with these other rock units are given below.
The recognized high pressure,

low temperature rock units in the

western North Cascades include the Chilliwack Group,

the Shuksan

Metamorphic Suite, the Vedder Complex, and the Haystack unit of Cruver
(1983).

Although the range in temperature of metamorphism of these rock

units is 250-500°C, the pressure of metamorphism is 'v-7 ± 0.5 kb for al 1
units (Figure 43).
The mineral assemblages of the various high pressure rock units are
graphically depicted in Figure 43.
represented by the mineral

These group around the P-T conditions

assemblages of the Baker Lake blueschist but

significant differences exist among each of these key mineral assemblages.
This strongly suggests that none are correlative with the Baker Lake
blueschist.

The conflicting assemblages are as follows:

the Chilliwack

Group contains the assemblages Fe-pumpellyite + epidote, Fe-pumpellyite +
Fe-oxide, and aragonite (or calcite) + Fe-oxide.

Al 1 of which require

reactions to obtain the lawsonite + crossite assemblage of the Baker Lake
blueschist. Lawsonite-bearing assemblages of the Haystack unit of Cruver
(1983) and the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite also contain pumpellyite +
epidote which implies a reaction relation with the lawsonite + crossite
assemblage of the Baker Lake blueschist.

The Vedder Complex assemblages
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plot at a higher temperature than the range represented in Figure 43 and
therefore are not shown.

Since the Vedder Complex is a higher temperature

rock unit (epidote-amphibolite) than the Baker Lake blueschist,

it

probably is not correlative.
Further evidence for a lack of correlation

to other rock units of

the western North Cascades is found in the dissimilar chemistry of
amphiboles and pyroxenes compared to those rock units.
of crossite component of amphibole lNaM4) vs.

Figure 44, a plot

shows that distinctly

different ratios exist for each rock unit under comparison although the
ratios each reflect metamorphism at -v 7 kb pressure.

The Chilliwack Group

does not contain amphibole and the Haystack unit of Cruver (1983) contains
Na-poor actinolite therefore, neither are compared.
Compositions of amphibole from the Baker Lake blueschist. Groat
Mountain blueschist,
45.

and Shuksan blueschist are also compared in Figure

Amphiboles of the Baker Lake blueschist plot toward the Mg-rich end

of the diagram in a grouping separate from either Shuksan blueschist or
Groat Mountain blueschist.
Compositions of metamorphic pyroxenes from Baker Lake blueschist and
the Shuksan Suite are shown in Figure 46.

Pyroxenes from the Baker Lake

blueschist unit plot between two groups of pyroxenes from the Shuksan
Suite and are therefore considered distinct from them.

No metamorphic

pyroxenes have been reported from the Vedder Complex, the Haystack unit of
Cruver (1983), or the Chilliwack Group.
Rb/Sr geochronometry on the Baker Lake blueschsit (specimen no 2-106)
by R. L. Armstrong (1981, written communication) was unsuccessful.
analyses yielded low Sr isotopic and Rb/Sr ratios.

The

This is probably due

to loss of Sr during the cataclasis that formed the strong tectonite
fabric of the blueschist.
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FIGURE 44.

Crossite component (NaM4) vs.
of amphiboles from
high pressure rock units of the western North Cascades
and tentative estimate of pressure (from Brown, 1977b).
Pressures of metamorphism for other terranes are shown
for comparison. BS = blueschist; AM = amphibolite.
Groat Mtn. and Middle Fork data are from Rady (1980),
Shuksan blueschist data are from Brown (1982, personal
communication), and Vedder Mtn. data are from Bernardi
(1977).

IVlg

/

(

Fe^ + M g )
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Fe^ / ( Al^‘ + Fe^)

FIGURE 45.

•

BAKER LAKE BLUESCHIST

^

GROAT MT BLUESCHIST

■

SHUKSAN BLUESCHIST

Distribution of Na-amphiboles from some blueschist units
in the western North Cascades, FG = ferroglaucophane;
G = glaucophane; MR = magnesioriebeckite; R = riebeckite.
Groat Mtn. data are from Rady (1980), Shuksan Suite data
are from Brown (personal communication, 1982).
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AC

o

BAKER LAKE BLUESCHIST
SHUKSAN METAMORPHIC SUITE

FIGURE 46.

Comparison of metamorphic pyroxenes from Baker Lake blueschist and the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite. AC = acmite;
JD = jadeite; Di+He = diopside + hedenbergite. Shuksan
Suite data are from Brown and O'Neil (1982).
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In summary, metamorphic mineral assemblages, chemical daa,

and

petrographic data strongly suggest that the Baker Lake blueschist is not
correlative with other known high pressure, low temperature rock units of
the western North Cascades.

However, some fragments of petrographically

similar and possibly correlative blueschist are imbricated within the
Shuksan fault zone south of the present study area, in the Helen Butte
area (E. H. Brown, personnal communication; sample nos. 2-302 to 305 and
2-307).

These fragments are relatively small bodies that are juxtaposed

with meta-chert, meta-volcanic rocks and minor amounts of meta-sedimentary
rocks, a setting similar to that of the Baker Lake blueschist.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
The structure of the study area is dominated by the Shuksan thrust
fault iMisch, 1966) which juxtaposes Cretaceous rocks of the Shuksan
Metamorphic Suite over Paleozoic rocks of the Chilliwack Group.

The

Shuksan thrust is a zone that is approximately 1.5 km wide (map view) in
the study area (Plate I).

The fault zone lies structurally below

Darrington Phyllite of the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite which in turn
structurally underlies Shuksan Greenschist along a faulted depositional
contact (previously discussed in Shuksan Greenschist section).

Within the

Shuksan fault zone, tectonic fragments exotic to the two juxtaposed map
units (see Tectonic Slices section) bounding the fault are imbricated
within fragmented, sheared, and locally mylonitized rocks of the Chilli
wack Group.

Some minor, locally-derived tectonic slices of Darrington

Phyllite also occur in the fault zone.

Rare allochthonous blocks of

Shuksan Greenschist are the only tectonic fragments mapped structurally
above the upper boundary (herein referred to as the Shuksan thrust fault
sensu stricto) of the fault zone, i.e. within the Darrington Phyllite.
Exotic tectonic slices delineate narrow (up to 200 m thick) low-angle
imbricate zones.

Although mesoscopic shearing and ductile flowage struc

tures are chaotic within these zones, the zones describe relatively planar
macroscopic structures that locally are gently folded.

The attitude of

the structural grain formed by these macroscopic structures is:

strike =

N30-35°W, dip = 350nE.
High-angle structures are superimposed on the low-angle structures
but only slightly modify them.
consist of faults,

These post-orogenic high-angle structures

shear zones,

large joints or fractures,

widespread vertical fracture cleavage (Plate I).

and a
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Minor Structures
Minor structures present in the study area can be subdivided as
follows:

0)

possible folds of relict bedding ^Sq), (2) F2 and F3 folds

of Si and S2 foliations, respectively, ^3) Li lineations which include
mineral lineations, flattened relict sedimentary clasts, flattened relict
pillows, and a lineation formed by hinges of folds, ^4) crenulation
cleavage ^12) of schistosity (Si),

(5) joints,

(6) rock or fracture

cleavage, and (7) slickenside striations ^L3?) and associated ribbing.
Relict bedding, Sq, was mapped only in rocks of the Chilliwack Group.
These rocks typically display a weak foliation, S^, which is subparallel
to Sq.

a

strong Si foliation is displayed in Shuksan Greenschist,

Darrington Phyllite, schist of the Vedder Complex and, where defined by
compositional

layering, in Fo-Tr-Tc rocks.

A secondary foliation, S2, is

present in Darrington Phyllite and in some serpentinite.
Folds are present in all map units.

Possible Fi folds are restricted

in occurrence to the Chilliwack Group.

F2 folds are ubiquitous in the

Shuksan Suite.

They also occur in some tectonic slices and in rocks of

the Haystack Mountain unit that crop out south

of Day Creek but are less

common in Chilliwack Group rocks north of Day Creek.

Li lineations were

mapped in Shuksan Suite rocks, and then, mostly in greenschist.

Joints

and rock cleavage occur

in competent rocks

of the Chilliwack Group.

Linear mega-fractures that

may be joints occur

in Shuksan Greenschist and

Darrington Phyllite.

Folds
At least three generations of folds occur in the study area.

The

first generation of folding, Fi» is poorly documented in the Chilliwack
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Group.

The

event is registered in rarely observed tight to isoclinal

folds of primary bedding or flow
subparal lei to Sq.

layering.

F]^

axial

planes

are

One possible F^ fold occurs in a calcareous meta-

siltstone on Shuksan Arm ^Figure 47).

It is uncertain whether folds

observed in meta-ribbon chert of the Chilliwack Group ^see Figure 16)
belong to the Fi or F2 generation of folding.
The F2 generation of folding is by far the most prominently
displayed set of folds.

Mesoscopic F2 folds typically fold

Si

foliation

into tight to subisocl inal, and less commonly, open folds ^Figure 48).

F2

folds were mapped in every major rock unit in the study area but they
occur to varying degree in the different units ^shown in Plate I).

Many

F2 folds are overturned toward the southwest but nearly as many others are
overturned in various other directions.

Fold styles in rocks structurally

below the Shuksan thrust fault^ss) differ north and south of Day Creek:
mesoscopic F2 folds are general ly lacking north of Day Creek p.e. in
Chilliwack Group); where present,
folds.

bedding is folded into gentle to open

South of Day Creek, however, possible Haystack Mountain unit meta-

basite and meta-chert ^see Chilliwack Group section) are very tightly to
isoclinally folded ^Figure 49).

Exposure of a sequence of interlayered

meta-chert and meta-volcanic rocks north of Baker Lake suggests a repeti
tion of rock units by isoclinal folding around steeply-dipping axial
planes.

Rarely observed fold hinges (Figure 49) support this

interpretation.
Attitudes of foliation and F2 axes for all units are plotted on
equal-area stereonet diagrams in Figures 50 through 53.
general NW-SE trend of structural elements with dips of
the NE.

Plots of poles to

considerable scatter.

However,

$i

$i

There is a
mostly toward

of tectonic slices (Figure 53) show

there is a weak girdle of some

Si

plots.

FIGURE 47.

Meta-siItstone or raeta-tuff of the Chilliwack Group wi
folded(?) limey layer. Fold(?) is possibly an Fj fold
Outcrop is located on Shuksan Arm.
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FIGURE 48A.

Folded quartz vein in meta-siItstone of the Chilliwack Group.
A weak foliation (Si) is parallel to original bedding (Sq)
which is closely aligned with pencil. Si is here an axial
planar foliation to the tight F2 fold of the quartz vein.
Outcrop is on Shuksan Arm, just east of the Shuksan thrust
fault (ss).

FIGURE 48B.

F2 fold of Si foliation in Darrington Phyllite. Note
poorly-developed S2 foliation parallel to F2 axial planes.
Photo is looking east on Shuksan Arm.
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FIGURE 48C.

Overturned F2 folds in type III phyllite in Shuksan fault
zone on Shuksan Arm. Photo is facing northeast in the
direction of plunge of fold axes. Location is in vicinity
of sample locality no. 117.
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FIGURE 49.

Minor fold (F2) of meta-basalt and meta-chert which is
possibly correlative with the Haystack unit of Cruver
(1983). Subtle intrafolial folds of the meta-chert can
be seen in the hinge of the fold in the left-center of
photo. Hammer handle is 20 cm long. Outcrop is located
on the ridge between Van Hill and Baker Lake.
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T

FIGURE 50a. Equal-area
stereonet plot of normals
to Si for Shuksan Greenschist.

Figure 50b. Equal-area
stereonet plot of F2
fold axes for Shuksan
Greenschist.
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FIGURE 51b. Equal-area
stereonet plot of fold
data from Darrington
Phyllite:
• = F2 axis
o = normals to F2
axial planes
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T

FIGURE 52a. Equal-area
stereonet plot of data
from the Chilliwack Gp.:
• = normals to
o = normals to Sq
Data are for locations
north of Day Creek.

FIGURE 52b. Equal-area
stereonet plot of data
from the Chilliwack Gp.
normals to Si
normals to So
Data are for locations
south of Day Creek.

1
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FIGURE 52c. Equal-area
stereonet plot of data
for Chilliwack Group:
• = F2 fold axes
o = normals to F2

FIGURE 53. Equal-area
stereonet plot of
normals to S]^ of
tectonic slices.
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particularly from the Fo-Tr-Tc rock unit and the possible Haystack unit,
that yields an average strike to the NW but shows that dips are variable
from NE to SW.

Lineations
Mesoscopic lineations are almost entirely restricted in occurrence to
the Shuksan Suite.

Shuksan Greenschist locally contains an albite linea-

tion ^L]^) that typically plunges down the dip of the S]^ foliation ^Plate
I; Figure 5a).

An

li

is also defined by local pancake-shaped pillowsi?)

on Mt. Shuksan that lie in the plane of Sp
of

$1

A crenulation lineation lL2)

in greenschist was mapped (Plate I) but an insufficient number of L2

attitudes were measured to discern any possible general pattern.
tudes of
54).

Atti

and L2 lineations are plotted on a stereonet diagram (Figure

Similar crenulat ion lineations were mapped in the Anderson Butte

area by Haugerud (1980).

He interpreted them as L3 lineations because

they fold an S2 axial planar foliation.
mapped in this study.

Such an S2 foliation was not

Therefore, the crenulations are shown as L2 linea

tions but they possibly are correlative with L3 lineations of Haugerud
(1980).
Barrington Phyllite contains L3 crenulations (Figure 51a) of the S2
foliation that are we 1

1

disp1ayed in numerous float specimens but were

ratelly observed in outcrop.
Lineations in rocks of the Chi 1 1 iwack Group are al 1

generation.

L]i is observable in profiles of flattened sedimentary clasts or flattened
amygdules in meta-basalt.

In plan view, the flattened clasts or amygdules

are nearly equidimensional.

The elongation observed in profiles of

flattened clasts or amygdules is in the plane of S]^.
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FIGURE 54.

Equal-area stereonet

plot of data for Shuksan Greenschist:

o = Ll lineation of albite
• = L2 crenulation of S-^
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A 1 ineation formed by siickensides or ridging on high-angle fault
surfaces was mapped locally.

Most slickensides dip gently to 45° on

steeply dipping fault surfaces.
mapped.

No steep-dipping slickensides were

These lineations probably indicate only the latest motion on

faults; therefore, emphasis is not placed on them as key indicators of
dominant fault motion.
Joints and High-Angle Shear Zones
Other mesoscopic structures present and briefly mentioned above
include joints and rock cleavage. There were mapped mostly in the
Chi 1 1 iwack Group; attitudes are plotted on a stereonet diagram ^Figure
55).

These structures are also shown on Plate I.

mesoscopic and macroscopic scales.

Joints occur both on

Mesoscopic joints generally are in

sets with individual joints spaced 0.1 m to 1 m apart.
occur in conjugate pairs.

They commonly

Macroscopic joints are expressed as pronounced

lineaments that are very conspicuous on air photos as well as in the
field.

Although they appear to be major high-angle fault traces, mapping

showed that there is no displacement across these structures.
Shear zones occur everywhere in the study area.

Shears range from a

heterogeneous in situ fracturing that typically produces randomly oriented
and distributed, curved shear planes, to intense cataclasis along a planar
zone of finite width.
(Plate I).

These zones of cataclasis general ly dip steeply

In general, shear zones average 1 to 2 m in thickness but

range from 0.5 to 7 m.

Typically these zones are not mappable along

strike for great distances primarily due to vegetation cover and surficial
deposits.

Figures 56a and 56b show stereonet plots of poles to shear

planes in the Chilliwack Group and Shuksan Suite respectively.

Although

data points generally are disperse, there is a weak concentration of
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FIGURE 55.

Equal-area stereonet plot of high-angle structures in
the Chilliwack Group:
•
o
X

= joints
= fracture cleavage
= siickensides
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FIGURE 56a. Equal-area
stereonet plot of normals
to shear planes in the
Chilliwack Group:
• = north of Day Creek
o = south of Day Creek

FIGURE 56a, Equal-area
stereonet plot of
normals to shear planes
in the Shuksan Suite:
• = Darrington Phyllite
o = Shuksan Greenschist
+ = at contact of greenschist and phyllite
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points for the Chilliwack Group in the SW quadrant thus indicating an
abundance of NW-striking and steeply NE-dipping shear zones.

Imbricate Zones
Deformation associated with Shuksan thrusting formed imbricate zones
of extremely disrupted rock that commonly contain mylonite and
ultfamyIonite.
to 22 m.

Where present, individual zones range in thickness from 2

Along strike, they thicken and thin and locally are absent.

Zones of intense imbrication generally occur at or near contacts between
competent and incompetent rocks; e.g. between meta-chert and meta-pelite
of the Chilliwack Group, or meta-dacite and meta-pelite of the Chilliwack
Group.

Similar tectonic shattering also occurs along the fault contact

between Shuksan Greenschist and Darrington Phyllite (see Figure 8).
Locally on Shuksan Arm, it is unclear whether imbricate zones developed at
the contact between Darrington Phyllite and meta-pel ite of the Chilliwack
Group or if they developed entirely within the Darrington Phyllite unit
(Figure 57).
The imbricate zones display a characteristic texture:

tectonic

clasts of competent rock, most of which are lenticular, are set in a
sheared, generally meta-pelitic, matrix.

Shearing of the matrix material

has produced a shear foliation or fluxion structure that wraps around
tectonic clasts in an anastomosing pattern.

The shear foliation is

further defined by alignment of flattened or stretched tectonic clasts
subparallel to the surrounding foliation.

Elongation of clasts is

accentuated by neocrystalline quartz in pressure fringes at the termini of
the long dimensions of the clasts.

Despite mesoscopical ly irregular

orientations, the s-foliation, displays a generally planar trend on larger
scale.

The attitude of this s-foliation generally strikes to the NNW and
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FIGURE 57.

Mylonite zone (lower left half of photo) below Darrington
Phyllite on Shuksan Arm. This is possibly the Shuksan
thrust fault (ss) as it is at the base of the Darrington
Phyllite. Photo is facing north.
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dips gently to the ENE.
Many imbricate zones contain tectonic clasts that are autoclastic or
at least locally derived from adjacent rock units.

Some zones also

contain tectonic clasts that are clearly allochthonous to the rock units
bounding the zones.

Of these, Fo-Tr-Tc rock is the only rock unit of the

tectonic slices that was mapped in contact with the surrounding imbricate
matrix.

All other allochthonous tectonic slices occur as monolithic

outcrops surrounded by glacial deposits, colluvium, or vegetative cover.
Tectonic clasts or slices have length-to-width ratios that typically range
from 2 to 10 (Figures 58 and 59).
equidimensional

Some tectonic clasts are nearly

(Figure 60) and others are bent or stretched

into

irregular shapes (Figure 61).
Mylonite and ul tramyl onite zones occur where deformation was most
intense.

They appear to be derivatives of phyllite, meta-graywacke, and

meta-argi 11aceous chert.

These cataclastic rocks commonly contain a

syntectonic assemblage of quartz + white mica + minor chlorite + opaque
material (finely crushed minerals?) + albite(?).

Neomineralization and

recrystallization

very fine-grained

of

quartz

(+albite?)

and

phyllosi1icate minerals are apparent in thin section; polygonization of
quartz grains is typical and sutured grain boundaries are common.

The

characteristic texture displayed by my 1 onite, both mesoscopical ly and
microscopically is that of deformed, polygonized quartz porphyrocl asts,
which range in shape from boudin-like to irregular, contorted shapes,
dispersed in a matrix of opaque material and extremely fine-grained
phyl losi1icate minerals (Figure 61).

Delineation of the P-T conditions of

mylonite formation is impossible due to the absence of key metamorphic
minerals.

Neomineralization of quartz and phyl 1osi1 icate minerals

FIGURE 58.

Fo-Tr-Tc rock (dark lens in center of photo) and metadacite of the Chilliwack Group (white lenses) as tectonic
slices in sheared pelitic matrix. Note what appears to
be thin slice of meta-dacite in left end of Fo-Tr-Tc slice.
Hammer handle is 20 cm long. Photo is facing east (at
sample locality 117) on Shuksan Arm.

FIGURE 59.

Cataclastic meta-dacite tuff and
argillite on Shuksan
Arm (sample locality 117). Photo is facing north. Hammer
handle is 20 cm long.
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FIGURE 60.

Tectonic slice of Fo-Tr-Tc rock (dark material) surrounded
by irregularly-shaped slices of rock of the Chilliwack
Group. Note slices of meta-dacite(?) concentrated in outer
margins of Fo-Tr-Tc slice. Shear foliation has an attitude
= N49°W340NE. Photo is facing down at outcrop on Shuksan
Arm (sample locality 117).
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FIGURE 61.

Mylonitized meta-dacite in finely-ground
argillite(?)
matrix. Note gentle folds of the shear foliation and metadacite clasts. Outcrop is located in Shuksan Creek approxi
mately 200 m west of sample locality no. 138.
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suggests crystallization under elevated (not necessarily greatly elevated)
temperature; fabrics le.g. fluxion structure) suggest formation in a high
strain environment with probable lithostatic pressure as well.

Major Structures
The dominant major structure is the Shuksan thrust fault.
structure is a narrow

This

1.5 km wide in map view) imbricate zone between

the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite and the structural ly lower Chilliwack Group.
The imbricate nature of this fault zone was first described by Misch
U966,

1973).

The imbricate zone contains both allochthonous and

autoclastic tectonic slices.
N30°W ^Figure 1).

The regional trend of the fault zone is

Although minor structures are chaotic locally within

the Shuksan fault zone,

the structure has an overall

planar form.

Throughout most of the study area ^north of Hacker Creek) the fault zone
strikes

N35°W and has a variable dip of 20 to 35®NE.

The upper tectonic

boundary of the fault zone with Darrington Phyllite is informally referred
to as the Shuksan thrust fault sensu stricto in this work.

The Shuksan

thrust fault(ss) is mappable as the boundary between the main body of
Darrington Phyllite and structurally lower rocks of the Chilliwack Group.
Exotic tectonic slices were mapped close to (below) the fault contact with
Darrington Phyllite but slices of Chilliwack Group are everywhere
interstitial.
Another zone of major dislocation occur within the Haystack Mountain
unit.

This dislocation is identifiable by the occurrence of discontinuous

exotic tectonic slices along a linear zone.

This zone occurs in the

Chadwick Creek area, north of Baker Lake (Plate I).

Here, slices of

serpentinite and schist of the Vedder Complex define a dislocation zone
just below the Shuksan thrust fault(ss).

Other zones of this type, not as
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continuously exposed as that at Chadwick Creek, include the occurrence of
ultramafic tectonites on Shuksan Arm that are imbricated within the
Chi 1 1 iwack Group in the Arm Creek fault zone; the imbricate zone on the
north slope of Baker Lake which contains the Baker Lake blueschist; and
possibly the serpentinite zone between 2800-3300 feet elevation in Day
Creek ^Plate I).
Fault contacts between tectonic slices and the surrounding rock of
the Chilliwack Group or Haystack Mountain unit are rarely exposed.

Fault

contacts were mapped on Shuksan Arm ^sample locality 117), in the klippe
at location^ 0*5 km south of Lake Ann), and in Flapjack Creek (Plate I).
Attitudes of the dislocation planes in which tectonic slices occur are not
mappable on mesoscopic scale.

These attitudes were calculated from

solution of 3-point problems using the regional outcrop trace of the
linear zones of tectonic slices.
The age of Shuksan thrusting is bracketed as post

130 Ma

(Armstrong, 1980) metamorphism of the Shuksan Suite which was emplaced by
the fault,and pre-deposition of the Paleocene-Eocene (Sam Johnson,
personal communication,

1981) Chuckanut Formation that

locally

stratigraphical ly overlies the Shuksan Suite outside the study area.

More

precise constraints on the age of thrusting were not determined from data
of this study.

High-Angle Structures
High-angle faults offset, and are therefore later than, the low-angle
structures.

Where detectable, displacements are minor and only slightly

modify the outcrop

pattern

of

the dominant

low-angle structures.

Detection of the sense of motion and amount of displacement on high-angle
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faults is difficult to impossible due to the lack of a well-defined
stratigraphy or laterally continuous marker beds in the Chilliwack Group
and other rock units, and the paucity of outcrops below the level of
Shuksan Arm.

Where faults are exposed, they commonly occur either within

the same rock type or, rarely, they are fault contacts between two rock
types of unknown, pre-faulting relationship.
The most prominent high-angle faults are the Ruth Creek fault, the
Lake Ann faults, and the Hacker Creek fault iPlate I).

These faults all

trend 'v-N60°E and have the northwesterly blocks displaced uupward relative
to the southeasterly blocks.

This sense of displacement could have been

accomplished by pure dip-sl ip motion or by dextral strike-sl ip motion.
Field evidence is lacking to substantiate which type was predominant.

It

is possible that both types of motion occurred yielding an oblique slip.
The Hacker Creek fault and Ruth Creek fault are nearly vertical-dipping
whereas the Lake Ann faults dip '^70° to the south.

The latter faults

possibly formed during, or after, emplacement of the 2.5 Ma lEngels and
others, 1976) Lake Ann Stock; these faults are adjacent to the southern
margin of the Lake Ann Stock and are subparallel to the contact which dips
-vyo® to the south (James, 1980).

Alternately, intrusion of the stock

postdates these faults and possibly it intruded them.

Field evidence to

indicate the age of faulting events was not obtained.
The similar attitudes and senses of displacement of the three faults
discussed above suggest that they formed coeval ly.

Evidence which may

indicate a maximum possible age of these faults is provided by a possible
northeastward continuation of the Ruth Creek fault that the author
observed just to the west of Mamie Pass, north of the present study area
(see Mt. Shuksan topographic quadrangle).
strikes

The fault is subvertical,

N60°E, and cuts the Chilliwack Composite Batholith.

Therefore,
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it is younger than Eocene-01igocene ithe range in age of the batholith).
This maximum age constraint may also apply to the similar-style Lake Ann
faults and Hacker Creek fault.
Another set of high-angle faults, which strike N5-15°E, occur at
scattered localities south of Shuksan Arm iPlate I).

These faults are not

mappable along their strikes for distances greater than a few meters due
to glacial deposits or vegetative cover.

The widest zone of these faults

occurs at, and west of, location A iPlate I).

A series of subparal lei

reverse faults displace interbedded meta-ribbon cherts with minor amounts
of argillite over Darrington Phyllite and additional meta-chert.
dip

Faults

55° to 75° WNW (Figure 62) and are spaced at intervals of -v-S to 50 m

in a zone approximately 0.8 km wide.

This fault zone, informal ly named

the Climbing Route fault zone, may continue northward from location A into
Shuksan Greenschist,

topping the NW-SE-trending ridge just to the

southeast of Hill 5817.

The only evidence for the existence of this fault

north of location A is in the possible displacement of the contact of
Shuksan Greenschist with Darrington Phyllite (Plate I).

This contact does

not show major offset from such a transcurrent fault but imprecise
constraints on its surface trace allow minor (< 100m)
ment .

dip-slip displace

To the south of location A the fault, if continuous, is covered by

Quaternary deposits.
A vertical shear zone, informal ly named the Shannon Creek shear zone
in this study, strikes approximately N45°W in the area of the west fork of
Shannon Creek (Plate I).
as much as 2 km wide.

This zone is at least 0.5 km wide and possibly
Closely spaced shear planes were observed in

Haystack Mountain unit(?) argillite, meta-chert, and meta-volcanic rocks.
All shears exhibit similar N35° to 50°W, 90° attitudes.

FIGURE 62.

Reverse fault in the Climbing Route fault zone. Meta
ribbon chert (uPCc, left side of fault) is faulted over
Darrington Phyllite (KDp). Attitude of fault = N5°E550NW.
Sq = bedding; Sj = shear foliation. Photo is facing
approximately to the north.

Serpentinite in this zone has a shear foliation
N30°W, 90°.

($2)
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that is oriented

The outcrop pattern of serpentinite, however, suggests that

it is situated along a long-angle structure.
evidence indicate that

$2

Microscopic and field

is probably the result of Tertiary^?) relatively

minor shearing after emplacement of serpentinite.

Shearing in serpentine

may be related to disruption along the Shannon Creek shear zone.

Field

evidence is lacking to delineate the sense of faulting (strike- vs. dipslip) or the amount of displacement across the shear zone.
of displacement is suggested;

A small amount

although the shear zone transects various

rocks units, at individual outcrops shear planes typically are bounded by
one rock unit.

A possible indication of the amount of displacement pre

sent exists if this shear zone is responsible for down-dropping the
"klippe" of phyllite that composes the top of Imbroglio Hill.

However,

the interpretation that this klippe of phyllite arrived at a structural
position below the main Darrington Phyllite body through imbrication
during thrusting is preferred (see following Imbroglio Hill cross section
discussion).
Numerous other faults and narrow shear zones, each with small to
negligible displacement, are present throughout the study area.

Where

mappable, or where they form prominent lineaments, they are shown on the
geologic map (Plate I).

The faults and shear zones resulted from a

brittle deformation that is superimposed on earlier major structures and
possibly is related to the N60°E-trending high-angle faults that are postChilliwack Batholith in age (previously discussed).

Major Folds
Only two major folds were mapped in the study area.

A third

structure, located in the Sulphide Pass area (Plate I), possibly is a
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major fold but field relations to support this are ambiguous.
folds both underlie Mt.
synforms.

Shuksan and are superimposedi?) gently plunging

One folds the schistosity

open to tight fold;

The two

of Shuksan Greenschist into an

the other folds the contact between Oarrington

Phyllite and Shuksan Greenschist into a gentle fold.

The gentle synformal

fold of the contact is conspicuous near the base of the northwest buttress
of Mt. Shuksan ^Figure 63).

It has a minimum wavelength of 3 km.

The

fold of the greenschist is structural ly above the fold of the contact;
therefore, only one fold axis is shown on Plate I.

The fold of the

greenschist is well-defined by the attitudes of Sj^ of the greenschist
around Mt. Shuksan (Plate I) but, other than the NW buttress exposure, the
fold of the contact is not apparent.

A stereonet plot of normals to S^

for greenschist in the vicinity of Mt. Shuksan (Figure 64) indicates that
the synform axis plunges S42°E 32°.

Considerable scatter of the data

points in this diagram, however, emphasizes that this is not a precise
determination.

Visual

inspection of the

S-^

attitudes of greenschist on

the geologic map (Plate I) also indicates that the synform must have a
shallow plunge toward the SE.
Structural relations suggest that folding of the greenschist happened
independently from folding in the structurally lower Oarrington Phyllite.
Detachment of Shuksan Greenschist from underlying Oarrington Phyllite is
implies since the greenschist is more tightly folded than the gently
folded fault contact with phyllite.

Folding of the greenschist could have

been contemporaneous with its thrust emplacement. The fault contact was
gently folded after the thrusting event.
The presence of possibly a third major fold in the study area is
suggested by observance of the surface trace of the fault contact between
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FIGURE 63.

View of well-exposed fault contact of Shuksan Greenschist
(KSg) with Carrington Phyllite (KDp). On northwest face
of Mt. Shuksan, note gentle fold of the fault contact.
Dashes on greenschist follow attitudes of
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figure

64.

Equal-area stereonet plot of normals to
of Shuksan
Greenschist in the vicinity of Mt. Shuksan. Girdle of
points suggest a fold axis with an attitude = S420E32°
for the synformal fold.
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the Shuksan Greenschist and the Darrington Phyllite in the Sulphide Pass
area. There is a difference in attitude of the contact north of Sulphide
Pass from that to the south (Plate I).

North of Sulphide Pass, the

contact is gently folded locally but generally has a surface trace indica
tive of a N30°W 15°NE attitude similar to that calculated (by 3-point
solutions) for the same contact in the Shuksan Arm-NW buttress area.
South of Sulphide Pass, however, a 3-point solution, using data for the
surface trace of the fault contact, suggests that the attitude is N19°E,
20-25°SE.

Post-thrusting, high-angle faults may have modified this con

tact to some degree, possibly causing the determination of this attitude
to be slightly in error.

However, the error is assumed to be small based

on field evidence which suggests that the largest post-orogenic, highangle faults have relatively small displacements on them.

The Shuksan

thrust fault (ss) also appears to change in attitude in the same locale in
a manner similar to that described above for the fault contact between
greenschist and phyl 1ite.

Outcrop control of this change in attitude,

however, is poor due to Quaternary and recent deposits in the Shannon
Creek basin.
The changes in attitude of both of these fault contacts could be due
solely to folding.

However, it is possible that displacement along the

post-orogenic Hacker Creek fault (Plate I) may be responsible for the
discontinuity of attitudes. The structural flexure may have been produced
by differential tilting of fault blocks bounding the Hacker Creek fault.
A change in attitude of the contact from N30°W 15°NE (north block) to
N19°E 20°SE (south block) could have been acoomplished a 20° clockwise
rotation (as viewed to the NE) of the south block relative to the north
block, about an axis which plunges N58°E 15° (as indicated by stereonet
solution).

The strike of the Hacker Creek fault is

N60°E, parallel with
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this axis.

Therefore,

it is suggested that tilting possibly occurred at

the Hacker Creek fault resulting in the change of attitudes of the lowangle faults.

However, field evidence supportive of this is inconclusive

and the interpretation that the attitude change was accomplished simply by
folding is not precluded.

Structural Interpretation
The structural interpretation is summarized in four geologic cross
sections ^Plates IIIA through HID) which transect the structural grain of
the area.

Their locations are shown on Plate I.

The cross sections are

discussed below in a north to south order of this locations.

White Salmon Creek
The northernmost cross section, A-A' ^Plate IIIA), is oriented N40°E
across the Shuksan thrust fault from the west end of Shuksan Arm to the
valley of White Salmon Creek.

Here, Darrington Phyllite is structurally

overlies meta-volcanic rocks with minor amounts of meta-graywacke of the
Chilliwack Group.

The fault is entirely covered from the North Fork of

the Nooksack River to the base of Shuksan Arm.

The attitude of the fault

plane along this segment of its trace was determined by 3-point solutions.
The surface pattern of the fault is contrained by outcrops of Chilliwack
Group and Darrington Phyllite.
35°NE.

The attitude thus determined = N35°W,

The low-angle attitude of the Shuksan fault accounts for the

prominent jog in the map pattern of the fault in the White Salmon Creek
area ^Plate I).

The slope on the east side of Salmon Knob ^Plate I)

essentially is a dip-slope of the Shuksan fault.

Erosion has cut down to

a level that is not far below the fault plane ^Plate IIIA).

Where the
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fault is exposed between 3600-4400' elevation on the north side of Shuksan
Arm ^Plate I), it is not a sharply defined structure.

It is a

200 m

wide shear zone in which highly sheared meta-graywacke of the Chilliwack
Group is tectonically blended almost imperceptibly with sheared Darrington
Phyllite.

The zone locally contains rocks where cataclasis is so intense

that the map unit is unidentifiable.

Thin section study isample nos. 48-

52) suggests tectonic mixing at microscopic, as wel1 as macroscopic,
scale.
No exotic tectonic slices were mapped in this region of the study
area.

Some tectonic slices of Darrington Phyllite were mapped within the

Chilliwack Group on Shuksan Arm ^see discussion of Shuksan Arm cross
section, B-B') that are too small to be shown on Plate I.

The only other

tectonic slices mapped north of Shuksan Arm include two fragments of
Shuksan Greenschist that occur on the north slope of the North Fork of the
Nooksack River ^Plate I).

These fragments are imbricated in Darrington

Phyllite just above the Shuksan thrust fault^ss).

The fragments were

probably sliced from the main sheet of greenschist which is structurally
higher than Darrington Phyllite.

Shuksan Arm
The best exposure of the Shuksan fault zone in the study area is on
Shuksan Arm ^Figure 65).

Unfortunately, large portions of Shuksan Arm are

highly altered from intrusion of the Lake Ann Stock.

Some rocks are so

highly altered and mineralized that they are almost entirely composed of
sulfide minerals.
of Shuksan Arm.

Plate IIIB is a structural cross section along the axis
The Lake Ann Stock has been omitted from the cross

section to better illustrate the structure of the fault zone which it
intruded.

The cross section is drawn at an acute angle to the strike of
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FIGURE 65.

Geology on the north side of Shuksan Arm. Drainage in
center of photo is White Salmon Creek. Shuksan Arm is
prominent ridge which is in snow. KSg = Shuksan Greenschist; KDp = Darrington Phyllite; uPC = Chilliwack
Group. S.T. = Shuksan thrust; A.T. = Arm Creek thrust.
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the major faults; for this reason, the apparent dips of structures shown
are approximately half the value of the true dips.
The characteristic structural configuration of the fault zone is well
exemplified in the cross section diagram:

a gently east-dipping imbricate

zone below Darrington Phyllite includes slices of entirely exotic
ultramafic rock, autoclastic Chilliwack Group, and some Darrington
Phyllite.

Imbrication is most intense in the zone between the Shuksan

thrust faultiss) and a lower thrust fault, informally termed the Arm Creek
thrust fault ^Plate IIIB and Plate I) in this study.

The Shuksan thrust

faultiss) is mapped where the main belt of Darrington Phyllite is in
contact with Chilliwack Group meta-siItstone and argillite.

As is typical

in other parts of the study area, this fault contact is a zone where
Darrington Phyllite is intensely imbricated with rocks of the Chilliwack
Group.
Mesoscopical ly, the Arm Creek thrust fault mesoscopical ly is the most
conspicuous low-angle fault mapped in this study.

Erosion along the fault

plane on the north side of Shuksan Arm has accentuated the fault.
north side of Shuksan Arm,

On the

-v 100 m from where the fault trace tops the

Arm, it is exposed as two sharp planes within meta-dacite tuff or meta
chert and minor argillite iFigure 66) which has been contact meta
morphosed.

Figure 67, a detailed sketch of the structure in the area of

this fault, shows where the fault truncates relict bedding or flow
structure and also shows the 1 to 2 m-thick mylonite zone developed below
the sharp fault plane.

A 1 cm-thick quartz layer coats the fault plane.

Up the dip (west) from the location of Figure 66, tectonic slices of FoTr-Tc rock are imbricated.

In addition, many other slices of Chilliwack

Group rock and Fo-Tr-Tc rock, varying in size from a few cms to 20 m in
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FIGURE 66.

Arm Creek fault. Two fault planes are visible; one is at
the feet level of the observer and the other is above the
observer's head and trends subhorizontally. Attitude of
fault = N350W35ONE. Location is Shuksan Arm, sample
locality no. 303. View is to south.

FIGURE 67.

Sketch of structural relations of Arm Creek fault at
location of figure 67. View is facing east. uPC =
Chilliwack Group meta-dacite tuff or meta-chert.
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length, occur atop the knob overlying the fault ^sample locality 117 etc.,
Plate II).

Figure 60 shows an ultramafic rock fragment that appears to be

ductily deformed.

Also apparent in the figure is shearing of the ultra-

mafic fragment and what appears to be imbrication of meta-chert or meta
tuff concentrated around the margin of the tectonic slice.

Imbrication at

depth is indicated by the deformed ultramafic rock fragments and the
mylonite zones that are related to the fault.

However, the sharp, planar

shape of the fault ^Figure 66) strongly suggests a post-tectonic, brittle
reactivation along the fault zone.
West of the Arm Creek thrust fault, well-bedded meta-sedimentary
rocks of the Chilliwack Group have Sq attitudes of N35° to 55°W and
generally dip 50° to 60°NE.

Although the strike of bedding is almost

parallel to the trend of Shuksan Arm, rock units are not continuous along
this ridge for more than approximately 200 m.

This is in part due to the

original disconintuous nature of the sediments but also is possibly due to
tectonic fragmentation of the Chilliwack Group during orogenesis.

Whereas

field mapping indicates that bedding in the Chilliwack Group has been
truncated by low-angle faults,

attitudes of bedding are similar in

footwall and hanging-wall blocks of faults (Plate I).
A thick deposit of meta-andesite and

minor amounts of meta-pyroclastic

rocks occurs west of the meta-sedimentary rocks.
sandstone is interbedded locally.

Meta-volcanogenic

These meta-volcanic and minor meta-

sedimentary rocks may be faulted by low-angle faults but none were
detected in field mapping.

The only major structure mapped west of the

Arm Creek fault is a 'V'200 m wide (map view) mylonite zone that separates
meta-pyroclastic rocks to the west from meta-sandstone, meta-siItstone and
argillite to the east (Plate I).
irregular.

Shear foliation of the mylonite is
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Shuksan Creek
A cross section transect of the Shuksan Creek valley IC-C, Plate

me) shows the shallow northeastward dip of the Shuksan fault zone in
this area.

The amount of dip was not measured directly in the field.

Exposures are excellent along the glacial valley walls.

However, since

the fault zone is characterized by intense imbrication on all scales, the
attitude of a "fault plane" cannot be measured.

A low-angle attitude is

suggested by (1) observing that the map trace of the fault to the north of
the location of the cross section line (Plate I) wraps around topographic
relief suggestive of a gently east-dipping structure, (2) the knob at
location ^ (Plate I) is partly underlain by tectonic slices of ultramafic
rock and meta-hornblende gabbro which probably are within the same fault
zone plane as the ultramafic rock slices on the east side of Shuksan
Valley, and (3) low-angle, wel 1-developed shears within argillaceous chert
near the fault contact with Darrington Phyl lite in Brush Creek (Figure
68), although mesoscopically irregular, are probably oriented subparallel
to the major fault structure.

In addition, graphic projections of the

fault zone, with a N35°W 35°NE attitude from Shuksan Arm southward along
the east side of Shuksan Creek valley, coincide well with the mapped fault
contact between Darrington Phyllite and the Chilliwack Group, after minor
fault displacement in the Lake Ann fault zone is accounted for.

There

fore, in consideration of the indirect evidence presented above, the
Shuksan thrust fault is interpreted to have an attitude of approximately
N30°W 30°NE in the area of the Shuksan Creek cross section.
On the eastern wall of the Shuksan Creek valley the Shuksan thrust
fault(ss) separates the Darrington Phyl lite from structurally lower

FIGURE 68.

Low-angle shears in meta-argillaceous chert of the
Chilliwack Group. View is facing north at outcrop
which is located '^-25 m below Darrington Phyllite in
Brush Creek. Note: light-colored rock above stream
is Tertiary(?) dike.
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FIGURE 69.

View of tectonic slices of Fo-Tr-Tc rock in Shuksan
fault zone, east valley wall of Shuksan Creek. Relief
from bottom to top of photo is -^200 m. pTU = Fo-Tr-Tc
rock; uPC = rocks of the Chilliwack Group.

argillaceous chert of the Chilliwack Group.
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Tectonic slices of ultramafic

rock iFo-Tr-Tc rock) are imbricated within

'^50 m of the fault contact

iFigure 69).

Other similar slabs occur at approximately the same

structural level to the north and south of the location of C-C ^Plate I).
Meta-dacite pyroclastic rocks and meta-sandstone structurally underlie the
zone of ultramafic slices between the Lake Ann Stock and Brush Creek
(Plate I).

South of Brush Creek, meta-sandstone is discontinuous and

meta-basalt crops out with meta-dacite pyroclastic rocks.
Exotic

tectonic

slices

are

imbricated

in meta-pelite of the

Chilliwack Group on the north side of the hill at location

Slices here

consist predominantly of Fo-Tr-Tc rock with a minor amount of meta
hornblende gabbro.

The si ices constitute the base of a kl ippe with the

cap of the hi 11 composed of meta-pyrocl astics and meta-pel ites (Figure
70).

These slices occur in a zone approximately 100 m thick at its

thickest point.
solution).

This fault zone has an attitude of N27°W 29°NE (3-point

Tectonic slices crop out almost continuously along the north

margin of the klippe (Plate I).

Incomplete mapping of the south side of

the hill at location ^ did not discover additional tectonic slices.
The low-angle structure in which these slices are imbricated has been
severely fractured by a set of vertical fractures which have a strike of
N6°W.

These fractures are most prominent in the saddle east of the hill

at location

It could not be ascertained whether these fractures have

any displacement on them, but they appear to have little or none.

The

klippe is also faulted by a high-angle fault (Plate I) with an attitude =
N20°E 90°; the west block is upthrown approximately 20 m relative to the
east block.

The sense of displacement as dip-slip motion is not precise

and a component of strike-slip motion is not precluded by the field data.
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FIGURE 70.

Klippe defined by tectonic slices of Fo-Tr-Tc rock and
meta-hornblende gabbro. View is facing west at location
pTU = Fo-Tr-Tc rock; uPC = Chilliwack Group.
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The fault contact between Darrington Phyllite and Shuksan Greenschist
in the area north and south of the Shuksan Creek cross section is tightly
constrained by bedrock exposures of the two units where the fault contact
is not exposed.

Where it is exposed, tightly folded greenschist is seen

to occur as tectonic slices in the phyl 1 ite within 20 m below the faul t
contact.

A shal low eastward dip of the fault contact is impl ied by the

ourcrop pattern of the fault which follows topographic relief (Plate I).

Imbroglio Hill
The most perplexing structural relations in the study area occur
south of Hacker Creek (Plate I).

Structures are ill-defined largely due

to poor bedrock exposure but also as a result of high-angle faults and
shear zones which cross-cut the low-angle structures.
structures are predominant:

Three high-angle

(1) the Hacker Creek fault,

Creek shear zone, and (3) the Climbing Route fault zone.

(2) the Shannon
Apparent senses

of offset on these structures suggests rupture during multiple, minor
deformations but the interrelationships are unclear.

Cross-cutting

relationships of the three high-angle structures were not ascertained
the field.

in

The best documented motion along any of these faults is that

the Climbing Route faults had some amount of reverse motion, as can be
seen in roadcuts at location A (see Figure 62.).

The Shannon Creek shear

zone displays weak evidence for some strike-slip motion:
slickensides and ridging on shear surfaces.

subhorizontal

The Hacker Creek fault

possibly is a fracture along which ti Iting of adjacent blocks may have
occurred, but this is uncertain (previously discussed).

The paucity of

bedrock exposure precludes precise determination of the structural
relations in this region of the study area.
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However, enough field evidence exists to suggest that the Shuksan
fault zone is a low-angle structure in this area. This field evidence is
summarized in cross section D-D' (Plate III D) and also on the geologic
map (Plate I).

The strongest

evidence for the low-angle attitude of the

Shuksan thrust fault(ss) is the map trace of this fault contact shown on
Plate I.

If one follows this trace from Hacker Creek southward, one can

see that the fault trends eastward on the south side of Hill 4633 (Figure
71), suggesting a low-angle, easterly dip.

A 3-point solution of the

fault contact in this same area indicates an attitude = N22°W 27°NE.
South of location A the Shuksan thrust fault(ss) is not well delineated.
This area is one of low relief which is covered by glacial and landslide
deposits.

The inferred trace of the fault shown on Plate I is based on

two constraints:

(1) exposures of Shuksan Greenschist and tectonic slices

of serpentinite and Vedder Complex delineate the maximum possible eastern
and western positions, respectively and (2) the fault was mapped on the
south shore of Baker Lake, south of the Shannon Creek boat launch (E. H.
Brown, personal conmiunication, 1980).
The imbricate nature of the fault zone is strongly supported by
isolated outcrops

of

Vedder

Complex

schist,

serpentinite,

various lithologies of the Haystack unit(?), and the slice of Darrington
Phyllite on Imbroglio Hill.

All outcrops are surrounded by Quaternary

deposits and fault contacts are covered.

The lower contact of the small

slice of Darrington Phyllite is wel 1-control 1 ed on the south side of
Imbroglio Hill where sheared meta-chert is exposed within
phyllite.

20 m of

The fault contact on the north side of Imbroglio Hill is poorly

defined because of sparse bedrock exposure (the nearest non-phyllite rock
is more than 300 m to the north) but is inferred to have the same
northeasterly dip as that shown by the surface trace of the southern

t
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I

FIGURE 71.

Geology of the area between Baker Lake and Mt. Shuksan.
View is to the north. Highest peak is Mt. Shuksan.
KSg = Shuksan Greenschist; KDp = Barrington Phyllite;
uPC = Chilliwack Group. Outlined lenses are serpentinite and slices of Vedder Complex.
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contact ^P1ate I).

Solution ^3-point problem) of the surface trace of

this fault contact suggests an attitude of N30°W 29°NE, similar to that
for the Shuksan fault zone as a whole.

For this reason, the preferred

interpretation is that Darrington Phyllite underlying Imbroglio Hill is an
imbricated tectonic sliver that was sliced off the main body of Darrington
Phyllite during thrusting.

An alternate interpretation that the lower

contact of the phyllite on Imbroglio Hill is the Shuksan thrust fau1t^ss)
that was down-dropped after thrusting from a structural ly higher position
along shears of the Shannon Creek shear zone.

The '^400 m of vertical

displacement necessary for the phyllite to be down-dropped, as required by
this alternate interpretation, strongly suggests that at least some rock
units in the region should be juxtaposed by high-angle shears.

None of

the shears that were mapped in the Shannon Creek shear zone have different
rock units bounding them.

Therefore, down-dropping Darrington Phyllite

into its present position on Imbroglio Hill along a high-angle fault zone
is not interpreted.
The inter 1ayering between meta-chert and meta-volcanic rocks of the
Haystack unit^?) shown in the cross section (Plate HID) and geologic map
(Plate I) is inferred.

Interlayering is based on relict bedding attitudes

of meta-ribbon chert in the vicinity of Imbroglio Hill and on a few
widely-spaced exposures of meta-volcanic rocks that possibly could con
stitute a single layer (Plate I).

This layer dips more steeply to the

east than does the Shuksan fault zone.

Presumably, this inter 1ayering was

truncated by low-angle faults above the present ground surface (Plate
HID) and has subsequently been eroded.

To the south of this cross

section line, exposures of meta-chert and meta-basalt suggest a more
complexly folded relationship than that shown in Plate HID.
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The attitude of the structurally highest fault contact between
Shuksan Greenschist and Darrington Phyllite for this region of the study
area has previously been described in detail ^see Major Folds subsection).
To summarize that discussion, the attitude south of Hacker Creek appears
to change to N19°E 20-25°SE from the N30°W 20°NE attitude to the north
where it appears to be subparal lei to the Shuksan thrust fault(ss). The
Shuksan Greenschist/Darrington Phyllite fault contact generally is planar
with minor gentle warps.
northwesterly to

The attitude of the fault possibly changes from

northeasterly in the area near Baker Lake.

Evidence of

this is that south of Baker Lake at the 1300 foot elevation of Noisy
Creek, ^see Mt. Shuksan topographic quadrangle), the attitude of the fault
contact is N35°E 35°SE lE. H. Brown,

personal

communication,

1980).

Possibly a post-orogenic major folding has folded this fault contact along
an east-west fold axis.

The fold would be open and plunge gently to the

east and would account for the change in attitude from the Sulphide Pass
area to the Noisy Creek area.

However, the Shuksan thrust fault(ss) does

not seem to ref lect a similar fold pattern, so a more comp lex structure
which possibly includes tectonic thickening within the Shuksan thrust
fault zone, may be involved.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Shuksan Metamorphic Suite was faulted over the Chilliwack Group
in the mid- to late Cretaceous along the Shuksan thrust fault (Misch,
1966).

The Shuksan fault in the study area is a zone of complex shearing

and imbrication that lies mostly below Darrington Phyllite.

The zone is

1.5 km wide ^map view) and contains tectonic slices that are
allochthonous to either of the bounding rock units.

Structures within the

Shuksan fault zone are mesoscopical ly disordered and chaotic but the zone
of disruption is expressed macroscopical ly as a roughly planar structure.
The attitude of the fault zone generally is N35°W 30-35°NE.

Foliation in

the Darrington Phyllite and Shuksan Greenschist strikes subparallel to the
strike of the fault zone but dips more steeply than the fault zone.

The

attitude of relict bedding within the Chilliwack Group ranges in strike
from N30°W to N70°W, with dips of 50-70°NE; some bedding in the Chilliwack
Group dips as shallowly as 30°NE.
truncated by the fault.

Bedding in the Chilliwack Group is

South of Hacker Creek, the Shuksan fault changes

in attitude to N30°E with a shal low SE dip.

One explanation to account

for this change is Tertiary^?) tilting associated with faulting along the
N60°E-striking, high-angle Hacker Creek fault (Plate I).
Allochthonous lithologies imbricated in the fault zone include:
the Baker Lake blueschist,

(2) ultramafic tectonite (Fo-Tr-Tc rock),

(1)
(3)

serpentinite, (4) schist of the Vedder Complex, (5) meta-basalt and meta
chert that is possibly correlative with the Haystack Mountain unit of
Cruver (1983), and (3) meta-hornblende gabbro of uncertain affinity.
These rocks represent a wide range in ages and conditions of metamorphism.
Age data and metamorphic facies are summarized in Table 19 below.

The
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Shuksan Suite and the Chilliwack Group are included as they play a major
role in the Shuksan faulting event that brought these diverse rock units
together.

TABLE 19.

ROCK UNIT

Summary of ages and metamorphic facies of pre-Tertiary rocks of
the study area.
METAMORPHIC
T°,C; P. kbars
AGE
PROTOLITH AGE

Shuksan Suite

Jurassic?

Cretaceous

350; 7

Haystack Unit

Jurassic?

Cretaceous

300; 7

Vedder Complex

Carboniferous?

Permian

400-500; 7

Chilliwack Group

Devonian-Permian

Cretaceous?

200-250; 7

Baker Lake bluesch. unknown

pre-Tertiary

250; 6.5

Fo-Tr-Tc rock

unknown

pre-Tertiary

500-700; ?

Serpentinite

unknown

pre-Tertiary

200-500; ?

Some characteristics of the rock units that occur as tectonic slices are
noteworthy.

The Baker Lake blueschist is not correlative with other known

high pressure rock units of the western North Cascades.
distinctive mineral

It contains a

assemblage of chioromelanite + crossite + lawsonite

and occurs discontinuously in the Shuksan fault zone between the present
study area and the Helen Butte area.

In both the Baker Lake area and the

Helen Butte area the blueschist is associated with large volumes of meta
chert and meta-volcanic rocks ^possibly correlative with the Haystack
Mountain unit of Cruver,

1983).

Two types of ultramafic rock each occur

in separate portions of the study area:

Fo-Tr-Tc rock occurs in the

northern half and serpentinite occurs in the southern half of the area.
Possibly these fragments are pieces of once larger mega-fragments that
underwent distinctly different metamorphic histories ^Table

19).
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Serpentinite is associated with the rather large

x 4 kms) possible

tectonic fragment of Haystack Mountain unit of Cruver 0983) as are all
the slices of Vedder Complex in the study area.
Tectonic transport from widely scattered locations is suggested by
the assemblage of diverse, fault-bounded rock units.

One evidence of

long-range transport is the occurrence of totally recrystallized, mediumgrade schists with poorly recrystallized, low-grade rocks of the same age.
This situation is represented in the study area by schist of the Vedder
Complex occurring in presumed fault contact with rocks of the Chilliwack
Group ^Table 19).

At the end of the Paleozoic, when the Vedder Complex

underwent epidote-amphibol ite facies metamorphism ^Armstrong and others,
1983), the rocks of the Chilliwack Group were deposited in an island arc
setting (Misch, 1966, 1976) during a period of relative geotectonic
quiescence that lasted at least into the Triassic (Monger, 1966).
It is unknown whether the mid- to late Cretaceous Shuksan faulting
event is alone responsible for juxtaposing the various rock units.

Data

from this study do not preclude the possibility that the Shuksan thrusting
event was only the last major stage of a complex deformational history
which, by the time of Shuksan thrusting, had already dismembered and
fragmented rock units and possibly transported them great distances.
Shuksan thrusting certainly juxtaposed the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite
and the Chilliwack Group; their present structural relation to one another
and the common imbrication of the two units supports this.

However,

origin of the Shuksan thrust in a deep root zone, as suggested by Misch
(1966, 1976, 1977), is equivocal.

Structural evidence suggestive of a

root zone was not found in the present study area.

Occurrence of

ultramafic tectonic slices that must originate at depth, i.e. in the upper
mantle (see Ultramafic Rocks section) suggests deep tectonic mixing of
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rock units but does not indicate timing of such a deformation.

Misch

0966, 1976, 1977) suggests that these slices, and slices of Yellow Aster
Complex that occur in the Shuksan fault zone elsewhere, are evidence of a
steep root for the Shuksan thrust.

It is possible that these tectonic

slices were juxtaposed with rocks of the Chilliwack Group prior to Shuksan
thrusting.

During Shuksan thrusting the tectonic slices may have become

imbricated in the Shuksan fault zone from more local structural positions
than where they originated.

In addition, the attitude of the fault zone

in the Mt. Shuksan area appears to have a consistent gentle dip, mostly
toward the NE, but variable toward the SE.

At the location of the "root

zone", as delineated by Misch (1966, p. 120), the fault contact between
Shuksan Greenschist and Darrington Phyl 1 ite dips gently toward the SW.
Although this attitude is the consequence of Tertiary^?) post-tectonic
folding, the gentle fold style does not appear indicative of a folded,
steeply-dipping plane, but rather suggests folding of a gently east
dipping plane.

It is possible that this fault contact is not parallel to

the Shuksan thrust but data from this study suggest that their dips differ
by less than 20°.

More detailed studies are needed in other areas of the

Shuksan fault zone in order to prove or disprove Misch's (1966, 1967,
1977) "root zone" model and to delineate the precise geometry of the
Shuksan fault.
In summary, detailed mapping in the Shuksan fault zone shows that it
is a complex imbricate zone

<1.5 km wide,

located mostly below the

Darrington Phyl 1 ite, in basic accord with the model first proposed by
Misch (1966,

1976,

and dips 30-35°NE.

1977, 1980).

The fault zone generally strikes N35°W

The direction of relative movement along this fault

zone in the Mt. Shuksan area could not be discerned from field data.
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Structural

evidence for a "root zone"

p'.e.

steep structures) as

postulated by Misch ^1966, 1976, 1977) to underlie Mt. Shuksan, was not
found.
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